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INTRODUCTION
This report has been compiled with the primary aim of assisting those who are
preparing to sit Diploma Examination Papers in the future. It will also be of benefit to
lecturers, course co-ordinators, tutors and mentors. It aims to give brief comments on
candidates’ answers to each question, as well as highlighting common pitfalls and
successes. It is designed to provoke constructive thought as much as to give all the
answers. Comments on individual questions are preceded by some statistics and
general comments. In some instances, guidance notes are supplemented by extracts
from candidates’ responses. Where appropriate, advice is given on where additional
marks could have been gained. Whilst examples are not provided for every question
set, there are examples of sections from each specific type of question – coursework
assignments, tasting questions and theory questions from closed book papers. In
each instance, the scripts have been selected to illustrate good coverage of either the
topic as a whole, or a specific sub-section of it.
It should be borne in mind that these are not the definitive answer to any of the
questions. Some may omit a number of facts, or in the case of the coursework
assignments, may express a degree of personal opinion rather than fact.
Nevertheless, they are reproduced here because they are a good representation of the
standard required to pass or excel in the Diploma examination. In some instances,
we have also included less than perfect answers. These illustrate the difference
between a very good script and one that requires more work to reach the standard to
justify a pass, or in some instances to illustrate what is not acceptable in an
examination of this level.
Candidates’ responses published in this report were actual submissions in the 2010-11
examination cycle and as such are anonymous and are reproduced as submitted to
the examiner. In some instances, they will contain information that is incorrect.
It is suggested that candidates revising and preparing for a particular type of question tasting, paragraph, essay etc - read all comments on similar questions, as these often
contain general advice, which is applicable across the board. Therefore, the candidate
preparing for Unit 4, 5 or 6 may also find comments relating to both tasting and theory
in Unit 3 helpful.
On a final note, as always, I would like to convey my thanks to all those who contribute
their time and expertise to help the Awards team put the Diploma examination together
and who contribute to the success of this qualification both in the UK and overseas.
To the internal and external members of the Examination Panel, the Moderating Panel,
the examiners, the administration teams in the Diploma Approved Programme
Providers, the examination invigilators and tasting teams who work so hard behind the
scenes on the big day, the Results Panel and the Appeals Panel – my thanks to all of
you!
Janet Bangs
Director, WSET Awards
December 2011
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Comparative Pass Rates by Paper

Paper
Unit 1 CWA
Unit 1
Case Study

2011
April
88%

2010
Nov
91%

Nov Mar
83% 67%

June
84%

April
75%
Nov
76%

90%

Unit 2

2009
Nov
90%

Mar June
71% 68%

April
99%
Nov
68%

88%

2008

2007

Nov
82%
Mar
77%

2006

(1)

June
66%

Not applicable

81%

84%

81%

84%

Unit 3
Tasting

June
85%

Jan
72%

June
62%

Jan
62%

June
78%

Jan
76%

June
69%

Jan
63%

June
63%

Jan
55%

June
49%

Jan
55%

Unit 3
Theory

June
54%

Jan
34%

June
66%

Jan
49%

June
59%

Jan
53%

June
63%

Jan
50%

June
59%

Jan
42%

June
54%

Jan
42%

Unit 4

63%

61%

64%

60%

70%

61%

Unit 5

70%

64%

74%

63%

69%

61%

Unit 6

60%

66%

67%

61%

61%

67%

NOTES:
(1) Direct pass rates for Unit 1 are not given as this Unit was awarded on completion of four coursework titles.
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GUIDANCE ON EXAMINATION PREPARATION
The Candidate Assessment Guide provides plenty of valuable guidance on how to
approach the various assessments of the WSET Diploma qualification. This report
contains additional information, both here but also under the sections on individual
question types.
This section of the report offers some general comments on the issues and problems
that come up year after year and also gives guidance on pitching responses at the
right level, plus an insight into examination grading criteria.
Supplementary reading
Candidates are reminded that the Study Guides issued by the WSET contain an
overview of each section of the syllabus only and make frequent reference to
additional sources of information. Candidates should be warned that the examination
panel specifically refers to material listed as “required reading” when setting
examination questions. Candidates who limit their study to the Diploma Study
Guides in isolation run the risk of coming unstuck in the closed book examinations as
a result. These additional sources of information should be just as much part of a
study plan as the Study Guides themselves, and for candidates intent on achieving
high grades, the importance of study beyond the “required reading” cannot be
underestimated. In addition, there is clear evidence that candidates are not reading
the Candidate Assessment Guide. This has been written specifically to help them
prepare for assessment, and gives very clear guidance on the approach to
assignment writing and the candidates’ obligations in this respect, as well as general
exam technique. Candidates who do not read this document, may not reach their
full potential in the examination.
Commercial awareness
Unit 1, The Global Business of Wines and Other Beverages specifically examines
candidates’ commercial awareness through the means of coursework assignments
and the closed book case study. There is some evidence that candidates are
ignoring the fundamental fact that wine and spirit production and trading are business
enterprises, and therefore fail to bring a commercial approach to their answers where
appropriate. All coursework assignments have a commercial focus and a pass
cannot be achieved simply by reiterating facts relating to production methods. Titles
for the 2011/12 coursework assignments are on the WSET website under
www.wsetglobal.com/qualifications/diploma. Titles for the 2012/13 academic year
will be published at the end of May 2012.
Examination Technique
Taking note of these can make a big difference to your examination result.
Answering the question as set.
Writing legibly and presenting answers clearly.
Avoiding careless errors such as mis-spelling a word contained in the question.
Applying the Systematic Approach when answering tasting papers
In addition, we have noticed that candidates who take advantage of “examination
preparation schemes” perform considerably better on the day than those who do not.
Many of the Diploma Programme Providers run such schemes for their candidates.
4
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Where these are not available, candidates can apply to join the Wine & Spirit
Education Trust’s Diploma Assessment Preparation scheme (DAPs) and should
speak to the administrator at their Approved Programme Provider in the first instance.
Levels of Assessment Skills
Having an idea of the kinds of skills that are being assessed will help candidates to
direct their study effectively and write an answer that demonstrates they have these
skills. Consider the following types of assessment, and how each successive one
requires a deeper level of expertise:
Factual Recall - (how things are)
Explanation - (how things could be and why)
Analysis - (how things might become and how they ought to be)
Factual Recall
Factual recall tests basic knowledge. This usually takes the form of an answer to a
‘what’, ‘where’ or ‘who’ question. This knowledge can be simply recalled, if known.
This is the simplest form of assessment and success can be achieved through
“learning by rote”.
Sample question

What style of wine is Châteauneuf-du-Pape?

Answer

Full-bodied red wine with relatively soft tannins, lowish acidity
and high alcohol.

Factual Recall + Application
Factual recall can be combined with application to assess to a greater depth. This is
commonly achieved by putting the question into a relevant context, eg:
Sample question

A customer asks you to recommend a soft, full-bodied red
wine. What would you recommend?

Answer

Châteauneuf-du-Pape. (This is obviously only one of several
legitimate answers.)

No matter how many facts the candidate has memorised, these do not constitute an
understanding of a subject area. If the facts have been learnt by rote, the candidate
either knows the answer or not. Using insight to work out what would be a correct
answer, when the answer is not known, only comes at the next level: explanation.
The lower level WSET qualifications (Levels 1, 2 and 3) mostly limit themselves to
testing factual recall, assessed via multiple-choice format questions.
5
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In the Diploma, the multiple choice Unit 2 examination, and the questions that require
the candidate to write a paragraph about given topics which appear in units 3, 4, 5
and 6 are also mainly testing factual recall and recall + application. Factual recall will
get candidates a reasonably long way in the WSET Diploma, but is not sufficient to
guarantee success in Unit 1, and is unlikely to be adequate for the Unit 3 theory
paper either.
Explanation
Explanation goes beyond ‘what’, ‘where’, and ‘who’, and asks ‘why’. This type of
question tests not just memorised knowledge of the subject, but understanding as
well. This is because in order to explain something, the candidate needs to know not
just ‘what is the case’ but ‘what would be the case if things were different’. This kind
of ‘counterfactual’ understanding is achieved by spotting patterns in the basic facts,
and deducing explanatory mechanisms behind them. Alternatively, a tutor could
explain the mechanisms. However, if the candidate then finds that they have to
memorise this information, it is a clear sign that they have not really understood it,
and will not be able to apply the mechanism themselves in other scenarios, such as
in the examination itself.
The human brain naturally tries to find patterns in data – though some people are
able to do this more easily than others. These patterns mean that a lot of information
can be deduced from a few simple principals. The skill of explanation is a higher
order skill than recall, but the amount of data that needs to be memorised is less.
Sample question

Why is Châteauneuf-du-Pape a full-bodied, high-alcohol red
wine with relatively soft tannins?

Alternatively

Account for the style of Châteauneuf-du-Pape, or explain the
style of Châteauneuf-du-Pape.

Answer

The Grenache grape naturally gives wines that are high in
alcohol, and full-bodied, but with soft tannins. The hot ripening
conditions due to the location in sunny Southern France, aided
by low-trained bunches benefitting from heat reflected from the
ground also helps achieve fully ripe tannins and speeds sugar
accumulation in the grapes.

A much more detailed explanation is also possible of course, and would be expected
in the examination itself.
The basic facts (hot climate, Grenache-dominated blend) could be memorised and
recalled, but what makes this a question about understanding rather than factual
recall is the implication that if these causal factors were altered, then the style of
Châteauneuf would change. For example, if the climate were cooler, then alcohol
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levels would be lower, and the tannins less ripe, or if more Carignan (or Cabernet)
were used in the blend, then the wine would have firmer tannins, lower alcohol and
less body.
Explanation + Application
Just like factual recall, explanation can also be applied to a particular situation to
assess explanation combined with application. This is where the counterfactual
implications of the causal process are explicitly put to work. For example, if X were
not the case, then B, rather than A would be the outcome.

Sample question

You are a producer of Châteauneuf-du-Pape and one of your
important clients has requested a wine with lower alcohol.
How can you meet this demand?

Answer

This would take the form of a list of things you could do to
achieve this style, such as altering the blend to include less
Grenache; sourcing grapes from cooler sites; increasing yields;
using the vine canopy to shade the ripening fruit; retraining the
vines to raise the fruiting zone; using open fermenters and lowconversion yeast strains, etc, etc ..

The WSET Diploma assessment, particularly the essay-format questions in Unit 3,
aims to test understanding of the subject, rather than an ability to recall facts, but
there is another level above this which should be considered during preparation for
Unit 1. This is analysis.
Analysis
Analysis requires you to draw conclusions from the facts and the causal mechanisms
behind the facts. This might involve issues such as:
identifying and extrapolating trends to make predictions.
identifying which of a set of explanations is the most likely, or which of a set of
causes is the most important.
identifying what the consequences of something are.

Sample question

Average alcohol levels in Châteauneuf-du-Pape have been
rising over the last ten years. What are the main reasons for
this and to what extent is the trend likely to continue?
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Answer

An important point here is that in this context the inclusion of
the word ‘main’ (as in ‘main reasons’) is not making life easy by
limiting responses to some rather than all of the possible
reasons. Instead, it is challenging the candidate to identify
which, of all the possible reasons, are the most important ones.
Once these have been identified, the candidate would have to
argue to what extent they are likely to continue to have an
effect.

Analysis + application
In the same way that recall of knowledge and explanatory skills can be “applied”, so
can analysis. This usually takes the form of making recommendations.
Sample question

What, if anything, should producers in Châteauneuf-du-Pape
do in order to slow or reverse the trend towards increasing
alcohol levels?

Answer

Note the subtle difference between ‘what can they do’ (a list of
possible responses, as set out under ‘explanation +
application’ above) and ‘what should they do’. In order to
establish what producers should do, it is necessary to consider
the possibilities, and argue which of these are going to be the
most prudent or effective and this forms the basis of the
response to the question.

Summary
As candidates progress from Levels 1 and 2 to Level 3, they move from learning
‘what wines are like’ to understanding ‘why they are like that’. An understanding of
the six factors taught at level 3 will form an excellent foundation for Units 3, 4, 5 and
6, but Unit 1 offers the chance to go beyond ‘what the world is like’ and ‘why it is like
that’ to examine ‘what the world could be like’, ‘what it should be like’ and ‘what we
should do about it’. These are far more interesting and challenging questions than
mere factual recall. They should inspire candidates to explore the possibilities as
they ponder them and hopefully find some convincing solutions.
Examination Grading Criteria
Grade bandings for the Diploma examination are largely determined by the content of
the submission judged against the “marking key” or “marks schedule” for each
question. For example, the candidate covering 75% or more of the content defined in
the marking key has a good chance of achieving a distinction grade. However, there
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are also other elements that come into play beyond pure factual content. The grade
bandings are summarised below:
Fail Unclassified
<44%
Seriously inadequate answer, through lack of information, or errors,
demonstrating in general a very weak understanding of the subject.
Insufficient evidence of understanding to award a pass, through brevity, lack of
detail or inaccuracies.
Fail
45 to 55%
Borderline candidate, who whilst close to a pass does not give the examiner
enough to award a Pass grade. Insufficient evidence of understanding to
award a pass, through brevity, lack of detail or inaccuracies.
Pass
55% to 64%
The candidate demonstrates an adequate understanding of the topic, covering
sufficient of the main points to be “more right than wrong.” A basic answer,
with limited use of examples and depth of information, which may contain
some errors.
Pass with Merit
65% to 74%
There should be evidence of clear understanding here, with a greater factual
coverage, and better depth and accuracy of information and examples. Very
sound, but without the extra edge for a pass with distinction.
Pass with Distinction
>75%
The candidate should demonstrate a thorough and accurate understanding of
the subject in depth, and show some flair, creativity or originality in analysis,
argument or choice of examples.
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COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
Unit I, The Global Business of Wines and other Beverages
Before commenting on each specific assignment title, here are some general
observations on the grading of coursework assignments:
All assignments are graded out of 100. Of this, 20 marks are awarded for the
candidate’s handling of the assignment. This includes the diversity of the
bibliography, the presentation of the work in terms of spelling, grammar and legibility
and the structure and style of the assignment. The latter incorporates issues such as
coherence, flair, fluency, use of illustrative examples and the candidate’s method of
approach to the assignment.
The allocation of the balance of 80 marks varies according to the individual
assignment and will be detailed as appropriate under each Assignment Brief.
In terms of presentation, marks will be lost where work is presented with spelling
and/or grammatical errors. With spell checkers on all PCs, there is really no excuse
for errors of this kind. Structure is also important, particularly if candidates do not
follow the format dictated by the various sections of the Assignment Brief, as an
automatic fail grade is awarded where any section is not addressed. The
bibliography is an essential part of the assignment and those submitted without one
are penalised as a result. Many candidates appear confused over the difference
between a bibliography and “Reference Notes”. The Candidate Assessment Guide
explains this. The bibliography needs to draw on a variety of sources – books,
magazines, internet, interviews – and certainly needs to have strong commercial
evidence of the kind that can be obtained from trade journals such as Harpers, Drinks
Business, or Just Drinks. These are vital for identifying trends and topical issues.
The internet features strongly in many candidates’ bibliographies. This is fine, so
long as there are other sources as well, such as text books, personal contact with
subject experts and trade press. There is however a worrying dependence on
“unreliable” sources such as Wikipaedia. The bibliography should be correctly
referenced throughout the body of the assignment – something very few candidates
actually do. This is where the “reference notes” or footnotes come into play.
Guidance on this is given in the Candidate Assessment Guide. Failure to follow this
will result in lower marks in this section of the Assignment Brief.
A number of examiners have commented on misuse of footnotes and appendices.
Some assignments are submitted with footnotes which account for up to half of each
page of the assignment. This is simply abusing the restriction on the maximum
permitted word count and in such cases their content is not included in the marking
process. In addition, some candidates submit excessive quantities of appendices. In
many instances, these are not even referenced within the body of the assignment
and their purpose is therefore questionable. There is a general feeling that these are
often included to show how much work had been done but they are often actually
surplus to requirements.
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Next, a few words on the use of the SWOT analysis in coursework. Whilst these do
have their uses, some candidates include them indiscriminately without really making
any conclusion regarding their findings. At worst they can be repetitive, of limited
relevance, and eat into the word-count with little to show for it. At best they can
highlight key points, generate imaginative thought and clear the mind. They should
be used with caution and should never form the bulk of the work.
Finally a general comment that applies to all assignment writing. Some pieces of
work submitted show signs of collaboration or “leading” by the Approved Programme
Provider, or in the worst cases, plagiarism or simply copying another candidate’s
work. There have been some appalling instances of candidates simply lifting huge
sections of work from papers published on the internet. Where this has been
detected, a fail grade has been awarded. Candidates must remember that
assignments are to be the sole work of the individual submitting them and they
should be in no doubt that it is always very obvious to the examiner where this is not
the case. The penalties in such instances can be very severe indeed, and in
repeated instances, will lead to the candidate being barred from completing this
qualification.
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Coursework Assignments
November 2010

The “premiumisation” of white spirits
1. Context
Premium priced spirits are not a new concept. XO Cognac and Deluxe Scotch Whisky, for example,
have long been the choice of those fortunate enough to afford them. Whilst these are not white spirits,
in recent times, we have seen the emergence of several premium white spirits such as Tanqueray 10
and Patron Tequila. Despite their high price, many of these premium white spirits are showing sound
growth, while other classic, longstanding spirits are in decline.
2. Strategy and required sections
a) Presentation and structure: Assignments should include a declared word count and a bibliography
correctly referenced throughout the body of the text. (20% weighting)
b) Introduction: Give an overview of the global market for white spirits. (10% weighting)
c) “Premiumisation”: Examine what it is that makes some white spirits “premium”. (20% weighting)
d) Case study of a premium spirit: Select one premium white spirit brand that has come to the
market within the last twenty years and present a case study detailing the emergence of this
product from conception to its current position in the global market. (40% weighting)
e) Conclusion and personal commentary: In your opinion, is there room for further growth in this
category or has saturation point been reached? (10% weighting)

Answers: 284

Passes: 259 (91%)

The open book coursework assignments always generate high marks, and this was
no exception. Where lower marks were awarded, this was invariably because
candidates strayed from the candidate brief, for example by writing about the “theory”
of marketing spirits in general terms rather than specifically focussing on the
instructions given in the brief. A number of candidates also wrote about brown spirits
in addition to white spirits, and this was clearly pointless given the scope of the
assignment.
In the introduction to their assignment, candidates were required to give a brief
overview of the global market for white spirits. Good candidates explained that this
is very polarized with domestic spirits accounting for large segments of the market in
places like China and Russia, but that when these are taken out of the equation,
white spirits are performing better than brown in general, with Vodka leading the way.
Many candidates were aware that Gin is the exception, largely still regarded as “old
fashioned” despite the introduction of “premium” styles such as Hendricks and
Tanqueray. Some candidates took a very simplistic approach when it came to
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identifying what it is that makes some white spirits “premium”, and applied a very
loose interpretation of the term “premium”.
The first two sections of the assignment were “weighted” quite lightly with the bulk of
the marks being allocated for the detailed case study of a premium white spirit brand
that has come to the market within the last twenty years. Many of the case studies
submitted were uninspired, relying heavily on the duplication of large chunks of
information from marketing materials issued by the brand owner. Candidates who
took a more objective approach tended to be rewarded with higher marks as did
those who supported their submission with statistical evidence to substantiate the
position of their chosen product within the market sector. Good case studies
explained the thinking behind the brand plan for their chosen product and
documented how it was created, brought to market and “sold” to the consumer, in
effect explaining how the “elitism” surrounding the product was created.
The following script achieved high marks. It is clear and well written with excellent
use of statistics and examples to support the points made throughout.
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April 2011

Agents, importers and distributors
1. Context
Many intermediaries (agents, importers, distributors etc) exist in the industry, getting wine from
producers to retailers. From the producer’s point of view, these can make it possible to access
certain markets more effectively. They can also be of benefit to retailers. In some markets, of
course, there is nothing to stop producers from exporting direct to the retailer.
2. Strategy and required sections
a) Presentation and structure: Assignments should include a declared word count and a
bibliography correctly referenced throughout the body of the text. (20% weighting)
b) Introduction: Describe the tasks that intermediaries can undertake on behalf of the producers
they represent. (25% weighting)
c) Case study: You are the Export Director of a newly established winery in Ribera del Duero, with
production of around 50,000 c/s per annum. You plan to export your wine to the US, the UK and
one other market of your choice. Which types of intermediary organisations, if any, would you
employ to access these three different markets? Give reasons for your choice. (45% weighting)
d) Conclusion and personal commentary: In your opinion, does the consumer gain any benefit from
the activities of these intermediaries? (10% weighting)

Answers: 182

Passes: 160 (88%)

The first part of the assignment was answered well, but this was not surprising as this
was simply a case of reporting on the facts that candidates had uncovered whilst
researching the tasks that intermediaries can undertake on behalf of the producers
they represent. The best answers came from candidates who had clearly identified
the different types of intermediaries engaged in the wine trade, (eg brand owners not necessarily owners of land or wineries, brokers/negociants, shippers/importers,
agents/distributors, wholesalers/cash and carry outlets) and then examined the roles
that these perform and the services they provide.
As with the previous assignment, weaker candidates became more obvious when it
came to putting together the case study. A number of them took an approach that
was too general, rather than thinking specifically in terms of the wording in the
candidate brief, i.e. a newly established winery in Ribera del Duero, with production
of around 50,000 c/s per annum. For example, some candidates opted for bulk
shipment of the wine, oblivious to the fact that this would not be permitted under DO
regulations for this particular wine. There was also a clear divide between those who
had put some thought into their choice of third market rather than taking the “easy
option” of writing about their domestic market irrespective of the relevance of this for
this particular wine. Some candidates were also oblivious to the fact that the type of
intermediary organization needed to access the three different markets could differ in
each instance due to legal structures. Responses needed to demonstrate clear
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awareness of this, and this was not always forthcoming. Candidates also needed to
take account of the annual production level of the wine and the implications this
would have for the proposed route to market put forward by the candidate. It was the
candidates who failed to bring this level of awareness to their work who achieved low
marks.
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Closed Book Case Study
In comparison with other closed book theory papers, the pass rate for the case study
in Unit 1 is high and reflects the fact that candidates go into the examination having
already carried out the research required to answer the question. This means when
they get to the examination hall and open the paper, they simply need to collect their
thoughts and structure their response to address the sub-sections of the question on
the examination paper. This is very similar to what is required for the open book
coursework assignments, but with the added constraint of working in a timed
environment and without access to research sources.
Those who fail, generally do so because they do not address the question as set or
are too brief in their response.

November 2010

The crisis in Australia
Candidate Case Study Brief:
The twenty years from the mid 1980s until the mid 2000s were a Golden Age for Australian wine.
The wine trade, the press and ultimately the consumer became aware of the quality, the consistency
and the winning styles of Australian wine. The Australian wine industry evolved rapidly: the vineyard
area expanded enormously, winemaking skills were honed and wine styles were perfected to meet
perceived consumer needs. The whole process of marketing and selling Australian wine became
very slick and professional.
The boom decades now seem a long time ago. The last few years have seen the Australian wine
industry in troubled times. Large volumes of surplus wine are reported to be sloshing around unable
to find a home. Attempts to increase prices are struggling in the face of the world economic
slowdown. There have been winery closures, vineyard sales and job redundancies. Those of a
more reflective disposition are analysing how the boom turned to bust.
Subsequently, people are working hard to find ways forward for the viable parts of the industry.

Answers: 275
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Examination question (all sections compulsory)
a) Assess the current state of the Australian wine industry. (30% weighting)
b) What were the causes of the current difficulties? Were any of these foreseen during the
boom years? (40% weighting)
c) What will the industry look like in 10 years time? (30% weighting)

83% was an excellent pass rate for this question. The examiner felt that candidates
had researched the topic thoroughly and, more importantly, had digested what they
had learned. This is where the assessment for the case study differs from the
coursework assignment, and is one of the reasons pass rates for this assessment
tend to be slightly lower than that for the coursework, where many candidates simply
“lift” information from their research sources without retaining the knowledge that is
the primary aim of the research. It is invariably these candidates who do less well in
the case study examination.
The examiner commented that candidates performed better in the first part of the
question, the “factual” report on the current state of the industry, rather than the more
analytical and speculative nature of sections b) and c). However, even in this
relatively easy section, some candidates failed to provide the information asked for,
and instead described at length how the Australian wine industry achieved its earlier
position of strength rather than concentrating on the more topical recent difficulties it
is facing now. In fact, the current woes of the Australian wine industry have been
well documented and good candidates made reference to “Strategy 2025” which
mapped out where the industry was going, and also pointed out that a document
called “The Wine Restructuring Action Agenda” has been sent to all producers
spelling out the extent of the crisis. They explained how individual regions and
wineries would need to assess the long term viability of their operations and those
with a close eye on the trade press pointed out that some companies such as
Constellation and Fosters have already initiated programmes of winery closures,
vineyard sales and job redundancies. They also reported that there is talk of
government money being made available to help with restructuring of the industry.
Sections b) and c) tended to be weaker than section a) and the speculative nature of
section c) in particular allowed better candidates to shine. The following candidate
answered both of these sections very well. They discussed the various possible
causes of the current difficulties eloquently and gave a realistic prognosis of what
they believed the industry would look like in 10 years time.
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Section B
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Section C
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March 2011

Alcohol and health
Barely a day seems to go by without some lurid report in the press about the damage being caused to
society by alcohol. The World Health Organisation estimates that alcohol is the third most common
cause of death after high blood pressure and smoking. The British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC)
reported that in most parts of Scotland hospital admissions related to alcohol were higher than those
attributable to any other cause including heart disease. Putting a cost on the damage done by alcohol
is a contentious business. Taking the UK as an example, in 2008 the UK National Audit Office
calculated that the annual cost to the National Health Service of alcohol misuse was in the region of
£2.7 billion. The total cost of alcohol on society has been estimated to be as high as £55 billion in the
UK, but this is certainly not a problem that affects the UK in isolation.
The governments of various countries have adopted or are adopting a number of strategies to try to
limit alcohol consumption. These include:
High levels of tax (e.g. excise duty, VAT etc).
A minimum price per unit of alcohol.
Restricted availability (monopolies and licensing, minimum age for purchase).
Restrictions or bans on advertising and sponsorship.
Limits on editorial content.
While some complain that these measures are oppressive and authoritarian, most governments
impose some controls for the health of their population.

Answers: 205

Passes: 138 (67%)
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Examination question (all sections compulsory)
a. What damage does alcohol do to society in your local market? (40% weighting)
b. How effective are the various tactics available to governments to limit the damage that alcohol
causes society? (40% weighting)
c.

Should governments and doctors be involved in trying to control the alcohol consumption of
adults? (20% weighting)

This was a disappointing pass rate, for an assessment that usually generates better
results. Since the subject matter is published ahead of the examination, candidates
have time to prepare in advance by researching the topic and assimilating the
information they have gathered. This should therefore make it easier for them to
formulate their answer on the day of the exam. A short essay plan always helps in
this respect, but far too many candidates seem reluctant to spend time on this in the
exam. This often means they end up losing sight of the points they should be
addressing and they fail the answer the question as set in the process. Another
common cause of failure is because some candidates simply do not write enough to
address the question in sufficient detail. In the time available, examiners are looking
for around five to six sides of text in average size handwriting. This should be easily
achievable, PROVIDED the candidate has prepared well ahead of the exam, doing
research and background reading.
Section a) was factual, and was handled well in most instances. Some candidates
lost marks by writing in general terms rather than on the specific damage to their
local market. The best scripts supported claims with statistical evidence which
candidates had gathered themselves. Less imaginative candidates simply repeated
the statistics presented before them in the case study brief.
Section b) was more analytical, and generated weaker responses from a large
number of candidates. Some examples of policies being adopted to limit the damage
that alcohol causes society were listed in the candidate brief. As with the statistics
mentioned above, weaker candidates limited their discussions to these without
bothering to look any further. In the worst cases, they did not even address all of
these examples. Whenever examples are given within the brief, these are always the
MINIMUM that candidates should consider, with higher marks awarded where
candidates look beyond this information. The best candidates did this, and
presented evidence (including that relating to historical and cultural factors) to
support any assertions they made. Some candidates also argued against specific
policies which they felt were counter-productive or unlikely to work. This is exactly
the kind of analytical thought that is required in the WSET Diploma. Unfortunately,
too many candidates simply stated what tactics are being employed with no real
discussion or review of the effectiveness of these.
The final section provided an opportunity for candidates to reflect on the broader
relationship between society and the individual and give their personal opinion.
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However, any opinions made needed to be supported by reasoned argument. It
would have been quite feasible to argue that governments and doctors should not
intervene in any way, however, strong reasoning and evidence should have been
deployed to support such a stance. In general, responses here were uninspiring.
Some candidates ignored this section completely, whilst most simply repeated points
made previously in sections a) and b), bringing nothing new to the discussion. When
a question asks you to speculate or give a personal opinion in the way this does, one
of the best approaches is to raise questions (and, of course, offer your thoughts in
answer to them). For example, the best candidates queried how far, if at all,
governments and doctors are entitled to interfere with an individual’s consumption of
alcohol. Should alcohol drinkers as a whole be penalised (for example, with the
imposition of duties and taxes or restrictions on availability of alcohol) in an effort to
control the minority who might abuse alcohol? Should doctors concentrate on those
who become ill as a result of alcohol abuse rather than interfering with those who are
healthy and drink sensibly? These are examples of the kind of questions that could
have been posed and explored in answer to this section of the question.
The following script was well written, provides lots of statistical evidence in support of
their claims which are well agued. This candidate is also one of the few who made a
good attempt at section c).
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June 2011

The emergence of Asia’s wine industry
Asia is set to become the dominant economic region of the 21st Century. China and India have huge
populations and the potential exists for more to become wine consumers. Japan already has a well
established wine trade. The global drinks industry has been active in developing these markets for
some years now.
Wine production industries have emerged in India and Japan, and even by 2006 China was the
eleventh largest producing country in the world. Vineyards have had to be laid out and wineries built.
Decisions were made in the first instance on where to plant, as well as what to plant, which training
and trellising systems to use, and other choices associated with establishing a new vineyard.
In some instances, vineyards and wineries have been established in regions rarely, if ever,
considered suitable for grape growing and wine production. Establishing new vineyards and
launching new products are risky undertakings in any marketplace. Yet the pioneers of wine
production in India, China and Japan face additional challenges not only due to geographical
location. There are also issues to be addressed in the development of consumer markets. The
success of a new product is not merely determined by its quality or style. Success in one market is
no guarantee of success elsewhere.
Nevertheless, sparkling wine from India and Chardonnay from China are no longer the oddities they
once were and the world of wine is set to become even more diverse in years to come.

Answers: 179

Passes: 150 (84%)
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Examination question (all sections compulsory)
a. Briefly describe grape wine production in India, China and Japan (30% weighting)
b. Why are wine production industries being developed in these countries? (30% weighting)
c.

Discuss the challenges producers are facing in each country and explain how these can be
overcome. (40% weighting)

This question was answered well with 41% of candidates achieving a merit grade.
The first part of the question was factual and largely a case of reporting on
information contained in the course study notes. Candidates who answered this
section well gave an outline of production in these three countries, naming key
regions of production, giving an indication of levels of production, varieties grown and
types of wine produced. For example, in terms of production in India they wrote that
only around 10% of grape production is for wine, with the rest destined for table
grapes and raisins. They explained that vineyards can be found in the temperate
north-west (Punjab) through to the south in the state of Tamilnadu, but that not all of
these are ideal for production of grapes for wine. They made specific reference to
Sula Vineyards, and also explained where this is and what styles of wines it is known
for producing (eg well-made Sauvignon Blanc, Chenin Blanc and Shiraz). There was
also mention of some of the earlier “successes” such as Omar Khayyam sparkling
wine.
Section b) of the question required candidates to think beyond the factual content of
the study notes. Those who did well in this section demonstrated evidence of original
thought and commercial awareness.
Reasons given varied from the very obvious, such as the huge potential for domestic
consumption due to the size of these markets, to the very market specific reasons
such as the government backing for winemaking in China where they are trying to
shift the focus of alcohol consumption from grain based spirits to fruit based wine.
Those with strong commercial skills were aware of the two key reasons for this move
– a shortage of grain and health concerns. There were also lots of other imaginative
reasons such as a possible prejudice against imports, the impact of different food and
wine cultures which means that European style wines are not always the appropriate
or acceptable choice in Asian markets, a demonstration of national pride in domestic
wine production, or even suggestions that the creation of vineyards has become the
new “hobby” for the newly emerging, bourgeois, wealthy locals.
The final section accounted for the largest portion of the marks – 40%. This was
deliberate as there was certainly a great deal to cover in terms of discussing the
challenges facing each country, and equally importantly, explaining how these could
be overcome.
Candidates who tackled this section well started out by raising some challenges
which are common to all three countries, such as:
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Lack of resources, expertise, skilled labour or capital;
wrong type of climate, problems with water regulation – to much/too little and
at the wrong time;
lack of wealth (particularly in India) may restrict ability to mitigate climatic
problems;
logistics - transport problems due to isolation of vineyards;
educating the consumer – need to work towards acceptance of the product by
trade and consumer (for example, French wine is frequently used for
entertaining in these markets as it is regarded as being more “prestigious”;
access to global markets is a big challenge.
They then followed this up with an analysis of the problems SPECIFIC to each
country. For example, in respect of India, good candidates explained how most of
the country is unsuitable for conventional vine growing, with hot summers, high
humidity, heavy monsoon rains and temperatures in areas ranging from 8°C in winter
to 45°C in summer – all extremely unsuitable for quality grape growing. Solutions
were put forward on how to overcome these such as high trained vines with wide row
spacing to prevent sunburn and maximize aeration. They also referred to the
problems associated with a sub-tropical climate, which in warmer tropical regions
results in vines cropping more than once a year resulting in a shortened productive
lifespan of the vine, explaining how lack of seasonality results in problems achieving
dormancy in the vine which in turn compromises quality. They explained how
vineyard location was crucial in overcoming this and achieving quality in the grapes.
They also discussed the many cultural problems – for example, the religious and
official attitude to alcohol which did not encourage the development of a wine
industry in the early stages, but explained that more liberal government policy and
the emergence of wine-drinking “middle class” Indians has now resulted in growing
demand for wine. These candidates then went on to consider problems unique to
China and Japan such as the historical problems associated with overcropping in
China because vineyards in the early ‘50’s were planted on flat land with fertile soil,
or the challenge of growing grapes on Hokkaido in Japan due to the extreme cold,
which necessitates the employment of winter protection methods and varieties suited
to intense cold such as vine crossings and hybrids. These are just two examples of
challenges facing these countries - there were many more that the best candidates
identified.
The following script achieved a fail grade. It is not a complete disaster – it gives an
overview of winemaking in the three countries and offers some valid reasons for its
development, and there is some discussion of the challenges, but none of the
sections is covered in sufficient depth for a pass grade.
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In contrast, the following script is well written, with a good introduction,
comprehensive overview of the three regions and sound observations in the second
section. This candidate has also made reference to their sources of research and the
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stats used in their script. Being critical, there is some overlap between sections, and
the marker has to be relatively flexible as the structure is not perfect, but the general
impression is of a well argued piece of work and the length is extremely impressive at
10 sides of text compared to only three in the previous example. It is only possible to
achieve this if the topic is very well researched ahead of the exam.
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Unit 2, Wine Production

This report does not give examples of questions used on the Unit 2 paper as these
are live questions and not in the public domain.
Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that statistics continue to show a very good
pass rate for this paper. Whilst the questions are certainly not easy, candidates have
little to fear providing they study the Diploma Course Notes thoroughly and read
around the subject. Visits to wine growing regions and winery tours are also
invaluable in understanding the “theory” of this unit.
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Unit 3, Wines of the World
Tasting Papers
Many candidates take advantage of the WSET examination feedback service
because they do not fully understand what is required of them in the examination, or
are unsure how marks are allocated. This chapter will provide similar feedback on
the tasting paper, taking each section in the paper and explaining how to maximise
marks as well as highlighting common errors.
Firstly, some general comments about good and bad tasting notes. One way to lose
marks on this paper is through poor application of the Systematic Approach to
Tasting Technique (SAT). Missing out key features such as sweetness, acidity,
body, alcohol etc is simply throwing marks away. Many candidates still do not
appear to understand what is required in a professional, analytical tasting note.
There is a general tendency amongst some to compare the three wines rather than
describe them individually. This leads them to write imprecise comments such as
“deeper than wine no 1”, “more intense than wines 1 and 3”, “higher acidity than wine
2”. This is not correct application of the Systematic Approach. Each wine must be
assessed on its own merits with all attributes analysed according to the terminology
defined in the SAT. Another common problem is that of smelling and tasting the
wine and deciding what it is before writing the tasting note. This inevitably means the
candidate writes the tasting note “to fit” their (possibly incorrect) conclusion rather
than concentrating on what is in the glass and then drawing conclusions based on
this information. It is vital to keep an open mind when writing tasting notes.
Finally, a small insight into how the Panel selects wine for the examination. In all
tasting questions the examiners aim to select one wine which candidates should be
able to identify immediately, another that is fairly obvious but requires a bit more
analysis to reveal its origin, and one wine that poses more of a challenge and
therefore differentiates the excellent candidates from the rest. When making their
selection, the Panel tastes all potential wines blind, finally whittling these down to the
three that best represent the wines they depict, work well together and allow the
exceptional candidate to shine.
Looking at the key headings on the examination paper, these are the key points to
bear in mind:
Appearance
With three marks available for the appearance, the candidate needs to make three
valid observations. By simply correctly identifying the colour of the wine, the intensity
of the colour, and any variation between the rim and core, the three marks could be
achieved. Other observations that could be made where appropriate include
comments on signs of development, viscosity or bubbles. Vagueness or inaccuracy
in terms of colour will not secure marks, such as describing a wine as “straw gold” in
colour. Even worse, are the candidates who simply use the term “yellow” or “red”.
There is also a tendency to use colours not defined in the Systematic Approach. This
may appear dictatorial, but the SAT was established for a very good reason – to
provide a means by which wines can be analysed systematically and precisely
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irrespective of language. The candidate who describes a red wine as “cherry red” is
less precise than one using the term “ruby” or “garnet”. This is because “cherry” is
open to interpretation. Is the candidate referring to red cherries or black cherries, or
even those cherries that are golden with a pink blush? The examiner has no way of
knowing. Colour is certainly an area where many candidates get muddled. A large
number use the terms ruby and garnet indiscriminately – there is a very clear
distinction between the two. Garnet heads more towards the brown end of the red
spectrum rather than the blue/purple end, which applies more to ruby. For red wines,
look at the rim to see if it is still basically pink-red (i.e. ruby) or is showing some
orange/brown (i.e. garnet). Almost all wines are one of these two. “Purple” should
be reserved for wines that still display a distinct youthful blue colour at the rim, and
“tawny” for wines that are distinctly brown in colour. For rosé wines the colours are
pink (bluish pink), salmon (pinkish orange), orange (brownish pink) or onion skin
(brownish-orange). The colour of white wines is most easily assessed at the core
where the wine is deepest rather than at the rim as with red wines. Nearly all white
wines fade to a water-white rim, where the colour is almost imperceptible.
Nose
Candidates often fail to say enough in this section. With seven marks at stake, one is
allocated for commenting on development, one for intensity and five for aroma
characteristics. Candidates who only mention one or two aroma characteristics are
therefore reducing their chances of gaining high marks. It is helpful to cluster the
aromas into ‘primary’ (deriving from the grape, but probably including some fruity
fermentation esters); ‘secondary’ (deriving from production, including malolactic byproducts, lees extracts, and oak extracts), and ‘tertiary’ (deriving from ageing
processes, whether reductive or oxidative). These in turn help you determine where
the wine sits, in terms of its development.
‘Youthful’ indicates the wine is dominated by primary and, (in the case of some
wines) secondary aromas (mainly fruit and oak). It is common for secondary aromas,
when present, to stand apart from the fruit at this stage.
‘Fully Developed’ indicates that the dominant aromas are tertiary. In contrast to
youthful wines, the secondary aromas are usually fully integrated at this stage.
Many wines pass from ‘Youthful’ to ‘Past their best’ without ever being ‘developing’ or
‘fully developed’. Only use ‘Developing’ if the wine is changing in ways that will lead
to it becoming more interesting at some point in the future.
As already stated above, it is good discipline to think in terms of ‘clusters’ of aromas
such as:
primary fruit (type of fruit, under-ripe or over-ripe, fresh or jammy)
lees/autolysis
malolactic
oak
reductive tertiary characteristics
oxidation.
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A wine is not fully described unless at least some descriptors from each of the main
clusters present in the wine have been listed. For a wine to be considered as
“complex” it must include several aroma clusters.
Palate
Many candidates are guilty of loose, unquantified or vague application of the
Systematic Approach to Tasting Technique (SAT) when assessing the palate.
Examples found on some scripts were “marked acidity” (this could imply medium or
high and is not precise enough) or “tannic” (this simply implies that tannin is present,
candidates need to specify whether it is high, low, medium, soft, harsh etc). Such
comments do not specifically tell the examiner what (s)he needs to know about the
wine, and marks cannot be allocated. Examples of other terms to use with caution
are “nice”, “good”, “some”, “fairly”, “reasonable”. In isolation, they convey nothing to
the examiner, for example “nice tannins”, “good acidity”, “nice finish” – all far too
vague to merit any marks. Many candidates use the term “balance” incorrectly.
Consider the following comment “very balanced between alcohol, acidity and
fruit/oak”. This tells the examiner nothing unless each of these attributes is also
defined in turn. They could all be “in balance” because they are all high or low or
medium. On the other hand, the acidity could be high but the fruit intensity only
medium yet still be “in balance”. This is precisely why such comments are not
appropriate unless quantified using the parameters defined in the Systematic
Approach.
Many candidates forget that the Systematic Approach is a five point scale (low /
medium (-) / medium / medium (+) / high), rather than a three point scale (low /
medium / high). It is useful to start with the three point scale for your initial
assessment and then refine this within the five point scale.
Assessing tannin is a two stage process which includes both the level and nature of
the tannin. Using the five point scale, start with the three main groups (low-mediumhigh) and then refine this within the medium category if necessary to arrive at a level
which best describes the wine. As an example consider two wines from
Châteaunuef-du-Pape, one Grenache dominated, the other having a large
percentage of Syrah in the blend. Both may be categorised as having medium tannin
on a three point scale. However, the Grenache based wine would probably be more
accurately graduated as medium or possibly medium (-) whilst the Syrah dominant
wine would have higher levels of tannin, probably medium (+), but the difference
would not be enough for it to be graduated as high. It is this level of accuracy that
ensures high marks.
When describing the tannin’s texture you should use the tannin descriptors in the
Systematic Approach. Assessing the texture in addition to the level shows how a
wine with a low level of unripe tannin can seem very astringent, whilst a wine with
high levels of ripe tannin can seem soft and velvety.
Some candidates fail to apply the Systematic Approach in the correct way when
referring to alcohol. In the Diploma examination we do not expect candidates to state
what the level of alcohol is in terms of abv %. Instead, you should aim to assess the
perceived level of alcohol using the terms defined in the Systematic Approach – low,
medium, high etc.
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Assessing body accurately can be difficult for many candidates. Alcohol, sugar and
extract can all contribute to body, whereas acid seems to lighten body. Ripe tannins
can add to body but hard tannins can make a wine seem thinner. Wines that are
high in sugar but low in alcohol are hard to assess. Looking at viscosity can help in
this instance. Wines that are high in acid and tannin (such as Barolo) can also seem
hard and thin, but looking at the weight, concentration and viscosity will help to
accurately assess them as full-bodied.
Candidates also lose marks by stating under the palate that “fruit is the same as the
nose”. This is not sufficient to gain any marks. Candidates must state what the
flavour characteristics are, as in some case they do not mirror those on the nose
exactly, and at this level candidates should be able to distinguish between these
subtle differences. For example, woodiness and spiciness tend to increase on the
palate whilst floral notes tend to be less noticeable than on the nose.
Other common reasons for low marks are notes which are contradictory, “hedging
their bets”, or applying the scatter gun approach in the hope of a few correct
observations in amongst the incorrect ones. Consider the following extract from a
script:
“Ripe plum, prune and dark cherry, hints of pepper and vegetal notes, jammy and
boiled sweets, hint of vanilla. A developing wine, simple.”
This candidate is describing two very different styles of wine in this one note, one
complex and aged and the other basic, simple and youthful. This is not a convincing
note.
Assessment of quality
Many candidates give insufficient information when assessing the quality of the wine
or simply repeat the observations made under the nose and palate without explaining
how they relate to quality. The assessment of quality should seek to place the wine
in an appropriate quality category, and, most importantly, explain why it belongs in
that category. It is not sufficient to simply state what the wine is. Ask yourself how
you would describe it to a customer, is it a large volume wine that is correctly made
but lacking in complexity? Is it a top quality, premium wine, and if so, what leads you
to this conclusion? The components that contribute towards quality are intensity,
structure, balance, complexity, typicity and length.
Readiness for drinking/ageing potential
The key points to consider here are:
Is the wine ready to drink?
If it is, how long will it continue to be ready to drink before beginning to decline?
If it is not ready to drink, how much time does it still need?
If it is ready to drink, will it evolve any further in bottle?
If it will evolve, how long will it be before it reaches its peak and starts to decline?
Country and region of origin
In most instances, one mark is allocated for correctly identifying the country and two
for the region. This is to allow those candidates will superior skills to demonstrate
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these by identifying the origin of the wine more precisely. However, the increased
“homogenisation” of some wines makes it increasingly difficult to identify regional
typicity in all cases and sometimes it is genuinely felt that some wines could be from
a number of countries. In these cases, we sometimes reverse the emphasis of the
marks, giving two marks for country and only one for region or we may instruct
markers that marks may be allocated for more than one country or region. This is
particularly true in the case of some New World wines and a case in point was a
California Chardonnay in a previous examination where marks were also awarded for
identifying this as Australian. However, some candidates really do push this to the
limit. It is never a good idea to list more than one alternative in your answer,
particularly where these cover multiple styles of wine or simply appear opportunistic
such as the following candidate:
“This wine is from Italy, although it could also be from California or Australia.”
Finally, a comment regarding tasting order. Do not assume the order the wines are
presented is the best order in which to taste them. In any tasting examination,
whether Unit 3, 4, 5 or 6, the first step should always be a quick nose of all three
samples to determine in which order they should be sampled. This usually results in
assessing the least intense wine first and working up to the most intense or complex.
This ensures that your palate does not get blasted with a heavily oaked Chardonnay
which then makes it impossible for you to detect the delicate neutral, yeasty aromas
of a simple Muscadet for example.

Tasting Paper 1
Question 1: Wines from a single grape variety (not given)
It is clear that candidates find the format of the questions in Paper 1 more challenging
than those in Paper 2. The easiest way to lose marks in this paper is by failing to
identify the grape variety. A number of candidates insist on giving a different variety
for each wine despite being told in advance that one variety applies to all three
wines. Another classic mistake is assuming the identity of the grape variety on the
basis of the first wine tasted. It is easy to become distracted and attempt to make the
remaining descriptions fit the variety chosen rather than use the information in the
tasting note to arrive at the correct variety. A number of candidates give two varieties
rather than one. This is “hedging your bets” and earns no marks at all even if one of
the varieties is correct. If asked to give one variety, that is what you must do. In
addition, the candidate must give evidence of the logic behind their decision. It is not
sufficient to simply recognise what the grape variety is, you must be able to
demonstrate how you arrived at this conclusion. This section carries five marks, and
you should therefore aim to give at least five valid reasons for your choice.
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January 2011: White wines from Riesling
Answers: 87

Passes: 57 (66%)

This was a reasonably good set of results with 31% of candidates achieving a merit
grade. The variety was easy to spot for the majority of candidates, helped by the
classic German Mosel. However, although the variety was often identified along with
the three regions/countries (Australia/Clare Valley, Mosel, Alsace), candidates were
less good at matching the location to the correct wine, suggesting there was an
element of guesswork at play rather than tasting ability. In addition, the reasoning
offered for Riesling being the variety was also often weak. The obvious clues were
the pale colour and high levels of acidity, the classic aroma and fruit characteristics
ranging from simple citrus (lemon and lime), stone fruit and floral notes and the
unmistakable petrol/kerose notes which are unique to this variety. The range of
styles also ruled out many other varieties. Austere and mineral, dry through to
medium sweet, - there are only a few varieties that have this level of versatility.

June 2011: White wines from Sauvignon Blanc
Answers: 376

Passes: 330 (88%)

This was a very good result with 41% of candidates achieving a merit grade. It is
certain that the inclusion of a New Zealand Sauvignon Blanc made it easy for most
candidates to spot the variety. Those who then used a combination of tasting skills
and logic were able to deduce that the wine with clear Sauvignon Blanc
characteristics but of a far more restrained nature was therefore most likely to be
from the Loire, and the oak character on the other wine could only realistically point
to one style, a Fumé Blanc from California.
On the other hand, this wine also sent a number of candidates on the wrong track,
with many unable to see past the oak and therefore assuming it to be an oaked
Chardonnay. This meant they then had to make the other wines fit this incorrect
conclusion, for example by attributing the high acidity of the New Zealand wine to a
Chablis. Other candidates confused the Fumé Blanc with Chenin Blanc or simply
thought the wine was “corked”.
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Question 2: Wines with a common theme
Despite being given information in the question regarding the common theme, a
number of candidates ignore this and lose marks as a result. The importance of
reading the question cannot be stressed enough. There is often information in the
stem that is there to help and guide you in your assessment of the wine – ignoring
this is careless and simply throws marks away unnecessarily.

January 2011: Red wines with a common link in respect of origin
Answers: 87

Passes: 53 (61%)

In this question, the wines were all from South Africa – Pinot Noir, Pinotage and
Shiraz. Identifying the grape varieties was the key to success in this question.
Those who spotted the Pinotage generally had no trouble with the final part of the
question. However, it is these final 10 marks that often decides who passes and
who fails in this paper. In theory, it should still be possible for candidates to gain
marks for their reasoning even if they fail to identify the country. In reality, this is
rarely the case as candidates are often too brief in their reasoning for a section worth
five marks. This tends to suggest the identification of the country is sometimes
based on guesswork rather than analytical deduction. Italy was a popular choice of
origin, but this was rather illogical given the forward fruit and jammy character of
some of these wines. The high alcohol suggested a warm climate and this took
some candidates to the US, but it was the classic burnt, medicinal, metallic and
earthy character of the Pinotage that should have led candidates to South Africa.

June 2011: Red wines with a common link in respect of origin
Answers: 376

Passes: 248 (66%)

As with the January exam, candidates were required to identify the country of origin in this instance, Australia. The wines were Yalumba Bush Vine Grenache, Wynns
Coonawarra Cabernet Sauvignon and Peter Lehmann’s Barossa Shiraz. The
Coonawarra caused the fewest problems and those candidates who identified it as
such generally did well in the question. In contrast, the Grenache was identified by
only 56 of the 376 candidates with a large number of candidates concluding that it
was Pinot Noir or Gamay. Italian varieties were also a common option. This
inevitably led candidates to an Old World location, and even many of those who
identified the variety as Grenache ended up in Spain, assuming the other wines to be
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Tempranillo. In general, candidates missed the relatively low acidity and high alcohol
on this wine (the Grenache), which should have discounted these options as illogical.
As in previous years, the final section of the paper was where weaknesses showed
up, such as the candidate who concluded that the country was France because “all 3
wines are red and not many countries produce more red than white wine”. This
shows appalling ignorance and naivety at this level.

Tasting Paper 2
Question 3: Partly-Specified Wines
As the focus of this question is to test candidates’ ability to differentiate between the
quality level of the three wines, it is vital that candidates understand how to
demonstrate this skill. Unfortunately many are confused or not precise enough when
it comes to the quality assessment. Comments such as “average quality” will not
gain marks unless some reference is made to the quality level the wine is pitched at.
For example, is it “average” for a Grand Cru or for an entry level £3.99 wine? This
section of the paper carries a large number of marks and comments such as “good”
or “AC level” are simply not detailed enough. What the examiners are looking for
here is a statement of the quality of the wine that is supported by well argued
reasoning and analysis that demonstrates an understanding of the elements of a
wine that contribute to its quality. The key to success with this question is being able
to recognise these characteristics. Once the premium wine has been identified, the
other two should fall into place.
The format of this question allows us to select wines, which, in a blind tasting, could
be considered too much of a challenge. In some cases, we might consider a grape
variety that may be less familiar to some candidates. Removing the pressure of
needing to “identify” the wine, means that candidates can concentrate on writing
accurate tasting notes describing the wine and focus on relating the evidence they
unearth in this process to an evaluation of the possible quality level. In reality, for
many, quality assessment is an area of weakness so this paper is not as easy as it
appears.

January 2011: Red Bordeaux
Answers: 87

Passes: 68 (78%)

This was an impressive set of scripts, with an equal number of pass and merit
grades. The line up here was a generic Bordeaux brand (in this case Mouton Cadet),
a mid priced Médoc and a premium Margaux from the 1998 vintage and clearly
showing considerable age.
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As is so often seen in Diploma tasting exams, many candidates were poor at
recognising the quality of the premium wine which had a retail price in excess of £30.
In the worst instances, this was deemed to be the cheapest of the three wines. As
with previous exams, there are a number of candidates who confuse ripe jammy fruit
with quality – basing judgements on power of fruit rather than subtlety, complexity or
elegance.
The following script gives a reasonably accurate, albeit simplistic, description of the
Cru Classé wine itself, but the assessment of quality is weak.
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The comments relating to the “Assessment of Quality” do not convey the obvious
high quality of this wine. The reference to drinking the wine with protein to soften the
tannins is not relevant and the other comments are vague and unquantified.
In contrast the next script is far more precise and expressive in terms of the
characteristics of the wine and the assessment of quality is considerably more
extensive, making a number of accurate observations and placing the wine in the
correct quality category. With nine marks available for the assessment of quality, it
should be clear to candidates that an extensive and well argued analysis is required,
and this candidate has approached this well although there was clearly still room for
improvement.
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June 2011: Red wines from the Northern Rhône
Answers: 372

Passes: 321 (86%)

All four tasting questions in the June exam generated high pass rates. This shows
very clearly how the pass rate in the January exam is adversely affected by the large
number of resit candidates who failed at a previous attempt, as these form a much
higher percentage of the total number of candidates sitting in January than they do in
June.
The wines in this question were Crozes-Hermitage (£9), St Joseph (£14), and
Hermitage (£30). Candidates where not required to identify the wines or give an
indication of price, but did need to give a very detailed assessment of quality worth 9
marks in each instance. As this is often the weakest section of tasting notes, this is
where marks were inevitably lost
The following two scripts show the two extremes of the grade bandings. One script
has written extensive notes in all sections and for all three wines, the other has large
sections of blank white paper. This candidate seems oblivious to the significance of
the marks allocation of the various sections, for example writing only three words in a
section worth nine marks.
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This candidate achieved very low marks for a script that is no better than a very basic
Level 3 tasting note. This candidate needs to improve considerably if they are to
have any chance of success in this qualification and should aim for a similar level of
accuracy and detail as the following candidate.
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Question 4: Unspecified Wines
It is a common misconception amongst candidates that if they identify the wines
correctly, they will pass this paper. This is simply not the case. If you total up the
marks available for the conclusion compared to marks awarded for the sections on
the appearance, nose and palate of each wine, you will see that the tasting note itself
generates the bulk of the marks, (20 marks for the description, 8 marks for the
assessment of quality and state of maturity and only 5 marks for identifying the wine
and grape variety). This means it is quite feasible for a candidate to write accurate
tasting notes, yet not identify the wines and still pass (sometimes even with a high
grade), whilst another can identify all three wines yet fail because their tasting notes
are inaccurate and short. It is not enough to simply recognise what the wines are
(anyone can do this if they taste a wine often enough). The candidate needs to be
able to strip the wine down to its component parts, describe these accurately and
make judgements based on this information. This is what professional tasting is all
about. Without an extensive and accurate tasting note, the examiner has no way of
knowing whether the correct identification was anything more than a lucky guess or
the result of tasting something familiar – no tasting skills have actually been
demonstrated.
Candidates often decide what the wine is having smelt or tasted it, and then write
their tasting note to match this assumption, which in some instances may be
incorrect. This is easy to do under examination conditions and is very tempting when
you think you recognise the wine. However, it is always a bad move as the tasting
note is invariably less accurate because the candidate tends to describe how they
“expect” the wine to taste rather than how it actually does taste. It is vital to keep an
open mind until the tasting note has been completed and reviewed, and only then to
reach a conclusion as to what it might be.

January 2011: White wines – Hahn Estates California Chardonnay 2008, Faldeos
Nevados Argentinean Torrontés 2009, Domaine Huet Le Haut-Lieu Vouvray Sec 2008
Answers: 87

Passes: 57 (65%)

The California Chardonnay was the wine that candidates seemed most comfortable
with, largely because the oak made it easier to describe, although the quality was
often misjudged with many identifying it as top quality Burgundy. The Torrontes was
also relatively easy, but often confused with Gewurztraminer. However, the
complexity and elegance of the Vouvray was missed by many candidates, with some
describing it as oxidised and of “poor quality”.
The examiner also noted a number of simplistic errors such as describing the wines
only as “yellow” rather than using the precise terms listed in the Systematic
Approach. A large number of candidates seem to get confused about the
assessment of intensity on the appearance, resulting in contradictory comments such
as “pale lemon of medium intensity”. It is impossible for the examiner to allocate any
marks in such instances as it is unclear whether the intensity is pale or medium.
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The following two scripts for the Vouvray show the difference between a fail grade
and a distinction. Apart from the obvious difference in the length of all the sections,
there is also an issue of accuracy. The “fail grade” script describes the wine as
“jammy” and “oxidised”. Putting aside the fact that this wine was neither jammy nor
oxidised, these descriptors also make the assumption that this was a Pfalz Riesling
illogical.
Fail grade script:
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Distinction grade script:
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June 2011: White wines – St Michael-Eppan Pinot Grigio Alto Adige 2009, PouillyFuissé, Aux Charmes, Château de Beauregard 2008, Oremus 5 puttonyos Tokaji 2000
Answers: 372

Passes: 274 (74%)

Despite the high pass rate, most scripts were sound passes (42%) rather than high
grades and the marker commented on extensive use of “generic” descriptors such as
“oak”, “floral”, “citrus” rather than the more precise descriptors expected at this level.
The Tokaji should have been the wine that candidates were able to place with
relative ease. It was often identified as a botrytised wine, but from other regions such
as Bordeaux or the Loire. These candidates tended to pick up good marks for the
description of the wine and this was not necessarily an illogical conclusion to reach.
In fact, many candidates become obsessed with “getting the identity correct” and will
often ask for their script to be remarked on this basis, believing that they could not
possibly have failed if they identified the wines. In reality, this is the least important
aspect of the question as provenance accounts for only 9% of the marks, so it is
perfectly feasible for these candidates to fail because of inaccuracy in the tasting
notes. The following script illustrates the reverse of this scenario perfectly – this
candidate has identified only one wine correctly, but the tasting notes themselves are
accurate and the assessment of quality is well argued, so this candidate achieves
plenty of marks on this basis.
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Theory Paper
There is definitely a technique to answering questions in the Unit 3 theory paper and
a few simple, common sense rules can help to maximise marks.
1. With a requirement to answer five questions in total in three hours, some
candidates clearly do not pace themselves appropriately, producing three
answers of reasonable length, then two that are skimpy or rushed (or in some
cases only one more). More practice at writing essays precisely, and within
the time allowed is essential examination practice. Candidates should allow
themselves a maximum of 30 minutes to answer each question. This will
leave them half an hour to spare. The best way to use this time is to read
through the examination paper and decide which questions to attempt, spend
around five minutes on an essay plan for each question, and use any time
remaining to read through responses before submitting them for marking.
2. There is often very little evidence of candidates planning their responses. It is
always a good idea to make a quick essay plan before starting to write. This
ensures that the key points are covered in a logical way. Those who do not
follow this advice often fail to address specifically the key words in the
question. The five minutes spent jotting down key facts is never time wasted.
This is often the best way of determining which questions are the best ones to
attempt. A question that seems easy initially may be one that is difficult to
come up with hard facts for. An essay plan is the best way to determine if this
is the case.
3. When drafting questions for the Diploma examination, the Examination Panel
takes great pains to ensure that the wording they choose leads candidates to
the answer they require. This means that questions contain vital, key words
that form the basis of the question and therefore, by default, the answer. It is
a really good idea to underline these key words and use them as the basis for
the essay plan. This ensures that all aspects of the question are covered and
the writer does not stray “off topic”.
4. Some candidates do not appear to read the question carefully enough. This is
often a problem with “multi part” questions where the candidate may be asked
to write about four or five topics from a list of six for example. Candidates who
mistakenly answer all six sections are creating unnecessary work for
themselves as the examiner will only mark the number of sections requested
in the question and ignore any surplus.
5. A number of candidates simply write generally “around” the question, without
actually answering it as set. Remember, questions are set with a purpose –
none of them are phrased “write all you know about
” Examiners work
from a marking key or marks schedule that details the scope and detail
required in an answer. They will not allocate marks for information that is not
relevant to the question as set.
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January 2011
Group A: Compulsory Question

Describe the DO regions of Ribera del Duero, Rueda and Bierzo. Discuss how factors
in the vineyard and winery account for the style and quality of wine produced in each of
these regions. (Each region carries equal weighting)
Answers: 83

Passes: 29 (35%)

Results for this question were extremely poor with only 29 candidates out of 83
passing. Despite the very low pass rate, there was a small core of candidates who
achieved good marks – 12 with merit and 7 with distinction. The problem was clearly
at the lower end of the scale with half the candidates sitting the theory paper
achieving a fail (unclassified) grade. As this was a compulsory question these
weaker candidates had nowhere to hide and their very poor performance has pulled
the pass rate down to this very low level. It was certainly anticipated that weaker
candidates would find the section on Bierzo more challenging, but the other two
sections were certainly mainstream enough that a candidate who had studied the
materials sufficiently should have been able to get a borderline pass on the strength
of these sections alone.
As in the past, when asking similar styles of questions, candidates are able to write
fairly credible tasting notes for the various wines, but are unable to explain
convincingly why the wines taste the way they do, and this is what this question is all
about. This is a classic example of the way the questions in the Diploma exam
require candidates to apply both explanation and application in their answers rather
than just factual recall in the form of the tasting note (see page 5 of this report for
more on this).
Most candidates were able to write reasonably knowledgeably about Ribera del
Duero, but the section on Rueda was often incorrect and a number of candidates
wrote nothing at all on Bierzo or clearly relied on guesswork.
Candidates who answered the section on Bierzo well started out by explaining that
this region is geographically close to Galicia but is protected from Atlantic influence
by mountains. They were aware that this region is becoming increasingly
fashionable as a producer of red, Rosado and white wines, many commanding
premium prices. They described how vineyards are planted on gentle slopes at lower
altitude than the other two regions, that the climate is not quite as continental with
cooler summers and milder winters giving the wines a delicacy. They noted that soils
are rich and fertile, containing slate and granite and that this is particularly suited to
the grape variety of the region, Mencia. They explained how the character of this
grape influences wine style, with specific reference to its herbaceous quality. They
also wrote about the white grape of the region, Godello, describing its characteristics
and how barrel fermentation and aging on the lees results in creamy, fruity wines that
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retain their freshness. They also wrote about fermentation and ageing of the red
wines and how this differs from the other two regions, making specific reference to
the need to retain fruit character and ensure that oak does not overpower the
delicacy of the Mencia grape. All of this information was readily available and should
have been covered during the learning and revision process, but this clearly was not
the case in many instances.
Group B: 4 questions to be answered from a choice of 6

Assess Austria’s strengths and weaknesses as a producer of still, light wines. (An essay format
is COMPULSORY for this question)
Answers: 56

Passes: 31 (55%)

Every Unit 3 theory paper contains one question that must be answered in an essay
format. These questions are usually more topical and discursive in nature and are
therefore more suited to this form of response. Although fewer candidates tend to
select these questions, those that do, invariably do very well. However, although in
this instances half of those who passed did so with a merit or distinction grade, the
pass rate for this question was not exceptional by any means. Far too many
responses were simplistic and in many instances, without knowing what the specific
wording of the question was, the reader would have had no idea which country was
being written about. There were also far too many candidates who simply “grouped”
Austria and Germany together, assuming that they both suffered from the same
problems. This showed a lack of understanding of Austria’s wine industry.
A number of candidates failed this question because in the heat of the moment they
misread it and wrote an essay about Australia rather than Austria. This was a heavy
price to pay for a lapse in concentration and was particularly foolish as the next
question WAS on Australia, and common sense should have told them that there
would not be two questions on Australia on the same paper.

In relation to Australia, write a paragraph on FIVE of the following:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

McLaren Vale
Cabernet Sauvignon
Len Evans
Blending
Oak
Penfold’s Grange
Answers: 70
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This was a good result for a “paragraph style” question, as this type of question is
often answered as a last resort. However, despite the good pass rate, at the lower
end of the achievement scale, there were a greater number of very weak candidates
achieving the fail (unclassified) grade than those who missed the pass mark by a
small margin. Those achieving low marks, either wrote too little or did not answer all
five sections. The weakest section of the question was on “Len Evans” which was
only attempted by four candidates, all of whom addressed this section badly. Many
responses were also far too generic – specifically the sections on “Cabernet
Sauvignon”, “blending” and “oak”. It was not enough to simply describe the
characteristics of Cabernet Sauvignon, unless this was specifically explaining how
these differ when grown in Australia compared to other locations. However, the best
marks were achieved by candidates who explained how the variety differs when
grown in the various classic locations in Australia such as Margaret River,
Coonawarra etc, or those who illustrated their answer with reference to specific
producers renowned for their Cabernet Sauvignon wines.
The following candidate wrote knowledgeably about each section they covered and
achieved a high grade as a result.
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Describe the climate, main soil types and key grape varieties found in the four districts of the Loire
Valley (40% weighting). Explain how these factors, and others, combine to produce Muscadet
Sèvre et Maine sur lie, Bonnezeaux, Chinon and Sancerre. (60% weighting)
Answers: 77

Passes: 27 (35%)

Like the compulsory question, this was also a very poor result, with no distinction
grades and more fail (unclassified) grade scripts than any other grade band. Clearly,
it is undesirable for so many candidates to fall into the lowest grand band, but this is
a phenomenon we have seen more and more frequently as candidates approach this
qualification without first consolidating and building on the knowledge they gained at
Level 3. Too many candidates are rushing into the Diploma programme on passing
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the lower WSET qualifications (sometimes with low level pass grades), without fully
realising the significant difference in the level of the Diploma. Whilst it is
understandable that any candidate can do poorly in one or two questions, anyone
achieving more than one or two fail (unclassified) grades in the Unit 3 theory paper
really needs to question whether they are ready for this qualification.
Ironically, this was the most popular question on the paper, presumably because it
looked easy in comparison to others. This meant, like the compulsory question, it
was answered by a large number of the weaker candidates who took the exam in
January. This should have been a very straightforward question, but there were 2
key reasons for low marks:
•
•

Many candidates failed to read the question carefully enough to realise that
the first part required them to consider the sub-regions in broad terms, not just
in respect of the named wines.
Many candidates simply repeated the same facts they had given in the first
part of the question also in the second part rather than DISCUSSING WHY the
wines taste the way they do.

For example, having identified the four sub regions as Nantais, Anjou-Saumur,
Touraine and Central Vineyards, candidates should have referred to a number of
different soil types and grape varieties when writing about Anjou-Saumur in the first
part of the question, not just those that relate to Bonnezeaux.
In addition, far too many scripts were presented in bullet point format, and this is a
common theme in all questions. It is not possible to demonstrate the required level of
understanding or “application” of factual knowledge in this format as there is no
discussion or analysis – usually just simple statements of fact are presented with no
explanation. Too many candidates fail to understand that this is the key difference
between the WSET Level 3 qualification and the Diploma. There were also
extremely elemental errors such as not being able to name the four sub regions
correctly or listing the wrong grape variety for Muscadet. At this level, candidates
should know that this wine is not made from the Muscat or the Muscadelle variety.
The following script is a good example of one of these very weak submissions. This
candidate has identified the four sub regions as Sancerre, Touraine, Nantes and
Muscadet. Clearly only two of these are regions. The information contained within
these sections is correct in parts, but not always under the correct heading. For
example, they state what the soil and climate is in the Central Vineyards, but
incorrectly refer to this sub region as “Sancerre”, which is the wine not the region.
Similarly, they list the climate, soil and grape for the Nantais but do so under the
heading of Muscadet – once again, this is the wine not the region. To make matters
worse, they do have a heading of “Nantes”, but very little of the information given
under this actually relates to the Nantais, for example the reference to Chenin Blanc
and the range of wine styles from dry to sweet. This candidate gained very few of
the 40 marks available for this section of the question. The second part of the
question was better, factually correct but far too superficial for this level of
qualification. It is presented as a list of facts with no explanation of how these factors
account for the style of the various wines.
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In relation to North America, write a paragraph on FIVE of the following:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Finger Lakes
Rutherford Bench
Willamette Valley
Cascade Mountains
Niagara Escarpment
Mayacamas Mountains
Answers: 20

Passes: 16 (80%)
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Although this question generated the best pass rate on the January paper, it was not
a true reflection of the general standard in the exam overall. It was answered by only
20 candidates (25% of the total) and these fell into two distinct camps, those who did
so because they were knowledgeable about the topic (accounting for the high pass
rate) and those who did so because they mistakenly believe paragraph questions are
the “easier” option. These either scraped a basic pass (9 of the 20 candidates) or
failed dismally, with all of them achieving a low fail (unclassified) grade, with marks
lower than 40%.
The best responses were not limited to those candidates taking the examination in
North America – these accounted for only three of the seven candidates who were
awarded a merit or distinction grade.
The following candidate answered all five sections well with a good level of detail.
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Compare this with an example of a weak response, in this instance on the Finger
Lakes. Whilst what this candidate writes is also correct, it is extremely brief and
superficial in contrast to the previous script.
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Describe the roles growers (33% weighting), négociants (33% weighting) and co-operatives (33%
weighting) play in the production and distribution of Burgundy’s wines.

Answers: 63

Passes: 26 (41%)

Poor results was a general feature of the January exam and this was no exception,
with a very poor, “bottom-heavy” pass rate of 41%. This is really disappointing as
this was a question on a topic that is fundamental to an understanding of the wines of
Burgundy.
Candidates generally knew that négociants were important to the trading of Burgundy
wines, but were often naive in their understanding of the role of co-operatives and
generally simplistic in terms of growers. In fact, most answers went no further than
stating that very few growers make their own wine, but sell grapes to negociants who
produce and distribute the majority of wine, while co-operatives have very little
importance. This is certainly true, but extremely simplistic. The following script is a
good example of such a response:
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The comments relating to co-operatives go no further than explaining what a cooperative is. There is very little at all to link this specifically to the role of cooperatives in Burgundy – the candidate could have been writing about any wine
producing region. To achieve high marks in this section, candidates should have
discussed issues such as the following:
Co-operatives emerged in the 1930’s
They have very little importance in the Cote d’Or where négociants are “king”
The are significant in “lesser” regions such as Mâcon, and also Chablis
Approximately 25% of wine in Burgundy is vinified by co-operatives
They are vital for many small growers who do not have the means to vinify their
own wine.
They are very important in the production of generic Beaujolais (and Crémant de
Bourgogne)
They are not generally associated with high quality by the “fine wine” consumer.
BUT Some co-operatives have a reputation for producing wines of high quality eg
La Chablisienne which produces approximately a third of Chablis’ wines, or the
co-operative at Buxy.
They are important because they give the ‘man in the street’ the opportunity to
buy Burgundy wines, even if they are of humble origins.
They have the flexibility and volume to build brands e.g. Blason de Bourgogne.
There was very little evidence of this kind of commercial awareness in the majority of
scripts.

Discuss the factors in the vineyard (60% weighting) and winery (40% weighting) that account
for the range of styles and quality levels found in DOCG Chianti and its sub-zones.
Answers: 53

Passes: 26 (49%)

This should have been a straight forward question, but many candidates simply did
not answer it as set, instead writing anything they knew about the region or simply
describing a typical Chianti without specifically addressing the factors in the vineyard
and winery that account for the range of styles and quality levels. A surprisingly large
number wrote little or nothing about the factors in the winery and whilst most
candidates had an awareness of the topography of the region and the grape varieties
grown, very few made any real attempt to DISCUSS how they affected the style of
the wine or accounted for the different quality levels. This is a common problem,
with far too many candidates not appreciating the difference between the factual
recall which forms the assessment for lower levels of WSET qualifications and the
evaluation and analysis of these facts which takes the assessment to this higher
level.
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June 2011
Group A: Compulsory Question

Describe the DOCG wines of Brunello di Montalcino Riserva, Recioto della
Valpolicella and Dogliani. Discuss how factors in the vineyard and winery account for
the style and quality of these wines. (Each region carries equal weighting)
Answers: 381

Passes: 267 (70%)

The compulsory question leaves nowhere for weak candidates to hide and this
explains why more of those who failed this question, did so with a fail (unclassified)
grade rather than a fail grade. Nevertheless, this was a good result for a compulsory
question with a fairly equal split between pass and merit grades. Amongst the poorer
scripts there were some very elemental errors in terms of the process of red
winemaking, with candidates often stating that red grapes were pressed before
fermentation, or were fermented in barrel, or that fermentation was stopped with SO2,
and similar illogical processes. Comments were also surprisingly weak on Recioto
and knowledge of Gavi was also clearly lacking.
As always with this style of question, candidates were able to describe the wines
well, but far too many were unable to then explain how factors in the vineyard and
winery accounted for this style. There is certainly a technique to answering questions
well. In the first instance, it is important to spend some time thinking about what the
question is actually asking before writing anything, also using this time to decide how
to approach the question. There are always key words that should determine both
the structure and content of any response. In this case, there are two instructions –
“describe” and “discuss”, and there are also a number of key words – the three
named wines, and the words “vineyard”, “winery”, “style” and “quality”. Unless
candidates write about all of these, they will not be answering the question as set.
Candidates also often fail to appreciate what instructions such as “discuss” actually
mean. Statements of fact, with no explanation will suffice. Candidates need to show
that they understand the significance of the facts and can analyse “cause and effect”,
but this is a skill too few of them have learnt. We always recommend that candidates
map out a short “plan” before answering any question, yet there is clearly reluctance
on their part to do this. The “key words” identified above would form the basis of the
“plan”, and candidates should aim to jot down a few facts under each of these
headings that would then be expanded on in the answer itself. For example in the
case of the Recioto della Valpolicella, the following would appear under the heading
“vineyard” – grape variety, climate, altitude, soil, aspect, harvesting. Under “winery”,
the candidate would probably note “drying of grapes”, “fermentation”, “use of oak”.
This is the “prompt” that these issues need to be discussed at length in terms of what
they contribute to the wine in respect of “style” and “quality”. The essay plan does
not need to take long to do – five minutes is plenty of time, but it is vital because it
gives a firm ground on which to base the answer and makes sure all aspects of the
question are addressed.
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Group B: 4 questions to be answered from a choice of 6

Give an account of the development of the Argentinean wine industry from its creation
through to modern times (70% weighting). What are the prospects for the next 25
years? (30% weighting)
(An essay format is COMPULSORY for this question)
Answers: 246

Passes: 132 (54%)

With the compulsory essay question, it is not just a case of getting the facts across structure is also important. With this particular question it was also important to
read the question carefully. There were two distinct parts, the first very factual and
the second far more speculative. Many candidates failed to address the first part of
the question as set, giving an account of the “current” Argentinean industry rather
than the “development from creation to modern times”. Some scripts sat half way
between the two – mentioning very briefly early settlers and then missing out much of
the important development in the mid twentieth century, and going straight to the last
20 years or so.
To answer the second part of the question well, candidates needed a good
understanding of the current wine industry in Argentina, and also commercial
awareness of global trends and developments. This section required speculation,
original thought and analysis of data rather than simply repeating “facts” from the
study notes.
The following script is a good example of a candidate who has not answered the
question as set and was awarded a fail grade as a result. This candidate has written
in very general terms about improvements to viticulture and winemaking rather than
documenting the development of the industry from the early days of its development
in the Spanish colonial period in the sixteenth century.
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In contrast, good candidates pointed out that it was in the 16th century that vineyards
were first established near the Andes in Mendoza and San Juan during the Spanish
colonial period. They explained how these early colonizers were probably
responsible for introducing the Criolla and Cereza varieties (which still account for
large areas of plantings to this day). They also wrote that it was during this early
period that the pioneering work with dams and flood irrigation took place that makes
viticulture possible to this day in Argentina’s arid, dessert conditions. They followed
this with reference to the European settlers that came from countries such as Italy,
Spain, France and Switzerland introducing grape varieties such as Bonarda, Barbera,
Tempranillo, Torrontes and of course, Malbec, explaining that it was during this
period that vineyard areas expanded substantially.
The next important historical development examiners were expecting candidates to
cover related to the issue of communications. This was in 1885 when the railway link
between Mendoza and Buenos Aires was instrumental in opening up the market for
Argentina’s wines not only in the domestic market, but also internationally. It was
also at the turn of the 20th century that the new found wealth of Argentina fuelled
expansion of wine production for the domestic market.
The next key period in the development of the Argentinean wine industry was the mid
20th century which was a time of political and economic upheaval that checked
investment and slowed progress on export markets. Good candidates cited this as a
period of hyper-inflation, excessive bureaucracy, corruption and social unrest. They
explained that although domestic consumption continued to grow, all the problems
identified restricted the emergence of a “quality wine sector”. The best candidates
pointed out that it was in 1977 that vineyard areas reached their peak in terms of
production, but importantly also explained that most of the wine being produced from
them was of very basic quality.
These better candidates then moved on to the more recent past – i.e. the “modern
times” as referenced in the question, which many of them categorised as the last
thirty years. They explained how domestic consumption has fallen since the 1970’s
(when Argentina had the world’s third highest per capita wine consumption), they
described how producers started to focus on quality rather than quantity from the late
1980’s and how by 2000, the area under vine had shrunk from its “high” of the mid
1970’s. They wrote about the growth on export markets, with really good candidates
pointing out that the peso crisis in 2001 showed that confidence in Argentina’s
economy was still fragile.
Very few candidates covered this development as thoroughly as this, despite the
weighting of the question (70%) giving a very strong indication that this needed to be
extensive.
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In relation to South Africa, write a paragraph on FIVE of the following:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

WOSA
Climate
Groot Constantia
Durbanville
Syrah/Shiraz
Black Economic Empowerment.
Answers: 126

Passes: 42 (33%)

With a maximum mark of 80%, there were clearly some good candidates who
answered this question, but with 40% of candidates falling into the fail (unclassified)
grade band this was inevitably chosen by a large percentage of the weaker
candidates and the results reflect this.
There were two sections that caused extremely low marks, and in many instances no
marks at all. WOSA was often mistaken for the wine of origin scheme and
candidates who made this error gained no marks for this section. Also, Black
Economic Empowerment was frequently confused with the principles of “fairtrade”
which is not the same thing. These candidates also achieved very low marks (if any)
in this section. Responses on some of the other sections were also too vague, for
example “climate” and “Syrah/Shiraz”. Both of these needed to relate specifically to
wine production in South Africa, so any discussion of climate should have included
reference to unique features such as the Benguela current and the “Cape Doctor”
and the impact that these have on viticulture, as well as other significant climatic
aspects. In the section on “Syrah/Shiraz”, whilst candidates were able to write about
the grape in broad terms, not enough of them focussed on the use of this variety in
South Africa. The best responses described the increased success with the variety,
discussed how it suits the climate and granite soils and explained where it performs
best, giving examples of key producers. They also showed that they understood the
significance of both synonyms in the question, and related this to the two very
different styles of wine produced in South Africa from this variety.
The following script is one of those who confused WOSA with Wine of Origin and lost
out on 20 marks as a result. Other sections are good, with minor errors such as
confusing the Benguela Current with the Humboldt Current, and the overall result
was that this candidate narrowly missed out on a merit grade.
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The retail prices of Bordeaux Rouge and Cru Classé Haut-Médoc are very different.
Discuss the differences in production (50% weighting) and marketing (50% weighting) that
are responsible for this.
Answers: 343

Passes: 220 (64%)

This was the 3rd most popular question by a narrow margin, and the choice of 90%
of the candidates sitting the exam in June. As with all seven questions in the June
exam, good scripts were offset by very low marks at the other end of the scale – in
this case from the lowest mark of 6% to the highest at 87%. Unfortunately, those
achieving these very low marks in each question are often a number of candidates
performing badly across the board rather than individual candidates who have a
weakness in one subject only.
In general, candidates were better at describing the production of the wines than they
were at discussing marketing, which required a good understanding of the
marketplace for these wines. Responses were also considerably weaker on the
Bordeaux Rouge, where observations tended to be simplistic and naïve.
The following candidate achieved a borderline merit grade. It is clear that they have
sound knowledge of the Bordeaux region, but like many, it was their handling of the
marketing aspect of the question that let them down. (This script has been retyped
as the original is in pencil and did not scan clearly in its original format.)

“Cru Classe Haut Medoc (CCHM) and Bordeaux Rouge (BR) prices are very different
despite proximity. CCHM on the left bank of the Gironde river occupies the pantheon
of wine-making in its very exclusive sub-region of Bordeaux, while BR comes under
the “and everything else” category.
The high prices achieved by CCHM, as evidenced once again by the en primeur
prices expected for the 2010 vintage after the expensive 2009, 2005 and 2000
excellent crops, demonstrate that people are prepared to pay exorbitant prices for the
very best.
The quality of CCHM is based initially on the physical environment of the region. It
has a moderate maritime climate with even rainfall throughout the year. The vines
are planted on well-drained gravel soils with clay and limestone.
Vines are densely planted and yields are low. Grapes are machine harvested but the
quality of the grapes, ripeness and concentration are carefully selected.
The wines of generic BR are sourced from all regions, predominately Entre Deux
Mers where the climate is continental – rainfall in winter and warm summers. The
soils are mainly clay and alluvial and do not offer the nutrients and complexity of the
corresponding soils in the CCHM.
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Vines in BR are also densely planted but yields are much higher, with less discerning
selection of grapes. Grapes are harvested and fermented simply and matured with
only moderate oak contact, usually large barriques and old oak.
CCHM wines benefit from the highest quality equipment utilized for production and
modern techniques such as reverse osmosis to concentrate the flavours. Maturation
is in brand new, expensive, French oak and matured for 24 months before bottling.
The makers of CCHM ensure only the highest quality grapes are used. During the
blending process, they can also select from the different parcels of blended wine to
create the finest possible and delegating what is to them inferior blends and parcels.
These “inferior” blends often go into making their “second” wine. BR does not have
this choice available to it. What is grown is fermented, matured and produced.
All prices are relative, and the attainment of very high prices that CCHM wines
achieve is as much, if not more, to do with marketing than the quality of the wine in
the bottle. Names such as Chateau Latour, Lafitte, Margaux and many others are in
the luxury brand business as much as the wine business.
While quality is there, it is the image that the CCHM wines create that has developed
that desirability factor leading to high prices. High demand for a limited perceived
luxury product, leads to very high prices. As the world develops, and more people
improve their economic situation, as evidenced by the growth of the middle-classes in
China, the bidding for those luxury brands gets higher.
BR wines have, in the past, benefitted from the reputation of all French wines around
the world. Unfortunately, as the world embraces more countries making more wine
of good to excellent quality at reasonable prices, BR suffers. And it suffers in
comparison to CCHM wines and the rest of the world which, given simple supply and
demand, keeps prices at a much lower level.
BR cannot match the marketing allure of the CCHM wines and thus suffers by
comparison.”

Candidates with sound commercial knowledge of the market for Bordeaux wines
were considerably more thorough in respect of the marketing of these two wines.
They made the point that most Bordeaux Rouge is sold through multiple retailers, but
also wrote that these retailers use very aggressive discounting. This results in very
slim margins for producers, leaving little or no money for advertising with most relying
on generic marketing by the CIVB. Those who brought a commercial strength to their
response also referred to the current oversupply and decline in demand which is
forcing ex-cellars prices down for this category of wine, with some candidates taking
this further by making the point that selling prices of many of these generic wines are
currently lower than the actual production costs. When it came to the Cru Classé
wine, they started out by explaining that as demand for these wines outstrips supply,
this allows producers, and subsequently retailers, to set prices as high as the market
can stand. The better candidates also linked this to the effect of limiting supply by
only using part of the annual production in the main label wine, with the rest going
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towards the second label. Many referred to the recent expansion of Asian markets
exerting further upward pressure on prices and constraints on supply as demand
from these markets is for these “classic” prestige wines. Some candidates also
pointed out that a strong secondary market for these wines means that there are
more links in the supply chain, with each adding a profit margin which impacts on the
final retail price. Some candidates also brought the issue of “en primeur” sales into
the discussion at this point, explaining how hype and critical acclaim at the press
tastings that are instrumental in setting the prices for these wines can also further
increase the imbalance of supply and demand and force prices up. Even the most
basic responses should have known that these estates have huge marketing budgets
with PR taking a significant slice of this, with the entertaining of important foreign
clients being “big business”. Yet many candidates did not even mention the concept
of PR or marketing, let alone discuss it in any depth.

With respect to still wine production, write a paragraph on FIVE of the following:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Israel
Turkey
Bulgaria
Lebanon
Romania
Morocco.
Answers: 83

Passes: 46 (55%)

It was no surprise that this was the least favourite question on the paper, only
answered by 2% of the 381 candidates sitting in June. The breakdown of marks for
this question showed that it was answered both by those who really knew the subject
(with a top mark of 88%) and those who clearly did not have a clue (a bottom mark of
10%), with the latter far more prevalent than the former, with 24% of candidates
gaining the lowest grade – fail (unclassified). The danger of the five part paragraph
style question is that the final mark is affected if the candidate is unable to answer all
five sections or if more than one section is weak. With all five parts carrying equal
weighting, it only takes two weak sections for the candidate to be at a real
disadvantage and likely to fail. Whilst some candidates answered all six sections, a
far more common problem was those who only answered two or three sections rather
than five. The only way to score high marks in these five part questions is to make
sure responses are packed with facts, rather than generalisations.
On the whole, Lebanon was answered well, but there was considerable confusion
between Bulgaria, Romania and Hungary. The study notes contain a vast amount of
information about these three regions and it should have been a problem deciding
what to leave out rather than what to include.
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The following two scripts illustrate the difference between a failure and a distinction.
These two candidates have both answered the same sections. The failure is largely
correct in as far as it goes, but is extremely brief and totally lacking in any detail – it
does not mention a single region in any of the five sections and the only grape
varieties mentioned are Chardonnay and Cabernet Sauvignon in respect of Israel. In
contrast, the other script is extensive, highlights the differences between the regions
and shows very good knowledge of this section of the syllabus.
Fail grade script
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Distinction grade script
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Describe the method of production and resulting style of wine for each of the following:
a)
b)
c)

Rheingau Riesling Beerenauslese
Clare Valley Riesling
Niagara Peninsula Riesling Icewine.
Answers: 358

Passes: 153 (43%)

This was a surprisingly poor result for what appeared to be a straight-forward
question, and like many of the questions on this paper, contained some extremely
good responses along with some truly atrocious ones. This was clearly a question
that candidates felt they could answer well as it was the most popular question on the
paper (along with question 7). However, as the low pass rate shows, many of those
answering this failed to meet the standard required for a pass grade. In far too many
instances, responses were superficial and very narrow in terms of scope for each
wine – for example, in the case of the Beerenauslese, many only wrote about botrytis
in the vineyard without considering the implications of this in the winery as well. Even
more surprising was the lack of detail in terms of the icewine where many candidates
went no further than mentioning the use of frozen grapes. Far too many scripts were
presented in bullet point format. It is important that candidates understand that this is
not acceptable in a qualification of this level. It is impossible to discuss this, or any
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other question, in sufficient detail in this format, which does little more than make
statements of fact with no evidence of understanding of the significance or
implications of these facts.
It is also important to read questions carefully, and think about what is being asked,
and this was particularly so in the case of this question. The exact wording is
“describe the method of production ..” The key word here is METHOD. It did not
ask candidates to “describe the production of the wines”. There is a subtle difference
between these two options and the majority of candidates failed to appreciate this.
To answer this properly candidates needed to explain how these wines are made.
This meant the examiner was not interested in information relating to the region such
as climate, topography etc, which is what far too many candidates concentrated on.
Those who gave little more than this information invariably failed, whilst it was those
candidates who focussed on the specifics of grape growing and winemaking who
achieved pass grades or higher.

From the point of view of the consumer, what are the strengths (50% weighting) and
weaknesses (50% weighting) of the wines of Alsace?
Answers: 359

Passes: 200 (56%)

This was one of the most popular questions on the paper, along with question 6, answered by 94% of candidates sitting the exam in June. However, unlike the
previous question, responses were better on the whole, although as in all the
questions, there were some extremely weak scripts as well.
There were inevitably candidates who failed to read the question carefully enough
and wrote about strengths and weaknesses of these wines in general terms, or from
the point of view of the producer, rather than the consumer.
Many candidates placed a disproportionate emphasis on the problems associated
with the Grand Cru system, which is simply not an issue for the vast majority of
consumers. There were far more relevant weaknesses that were overlooked in
favour of this, such as the following:
Wine style – being very distinctive, you either love it or hate it.
The wines are relatively unknown and are misunderstood by many consumers
who struggle to appreciate the “uniqueness” of Gewurztraminer for example.
There is no widely-known Alsace “style” due to the range of wines/grapes
compared to other French regions such as Bordeaux, Rhône etc.
Most producers don’t take red wine production very seriously, so there is a
lack of red wine “champions” in the region which means they miss out on this
segment of the market as consumers tend to look elsewhere for red wines. In
addition, many of the reds that are produced are very disappointing in terms of
quality.
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The better quality wines can be too characterful for mass market appeal.
The lower level wines can be bland, with lots of mediocre wines produced
although largely consumed on the domestic market.
They don’t grow many of the popular “international” varieties such as Cabernet
Sauvignon / Chardonnay / Merlot etc which are still popular with the majority of
consumers.
They grow many unfashionable or unknown varieties such as Sylvaner, Pinot
Blanc, dry Muscat etc.
The use of Germanic flute style bottles and Germanic labels can put some
consumers off.
Labels can be overly decorated with medals or “badges” which can confuse
the consumer.
They have been slow to embrace alternative closures, even though many of
the wines are ideally suited to screw cap.
Levels of sweetness in the wines can be very variable, so the consumer does
not always know what to expect, apart from those wines labelled as VT or
SGN, (although the kind of consumer prepared to pay premium prices for
these wines is likely to already understand the significance of these terms).
Availability of the wines is still relatively limited (due to the size of the region),
so listings are not widespread.
Generic marketing is not very prominent (for example compared to the
Rhône), so it is not easy to get the message across to consumers.
Pricing of entry level wines tends to be higher than wines of similar quality
from most other French regions, discouraging experimentation amongst
consumers.
This is obviously not a definitive list, but just the most obvious points that candidates
should have considered, however very few responses were as wide reaching as this.
The following candidate achieved a fail (unclassified) grade. The whole of the first
page is superfluous and irrelevant from the point of view of the question as set. It is
not until the last sentence on this page that the candidate actually gets to the
question, but of course by this stage they have left themselves very little time to
answer it and the amount of relevant information is very sparse as a result.
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In contrast, the following script immediately gets to grips with the question and makes
a number of valid points, both in terms of strengths and weaknesses, although the
style of writing is rather simplistic.
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Unit 4, Spirits of the World
The examination for Units 4, 5 and 6 demands good all round knowledge for the
candidate to do really well, as the tasting and theory paper carries equal weighting.
However, the paragraph format of the theory question still allows candidates to pass
the paper as a whole with good responses in two sections even if they are weak in a
third, providing their tasting paper achieves high marks.
The approach to this question is no different to that for paragraph questions in the
Unit 3 examination, you should aim to get as many facts down as possible.
Nevertheless, it is still important to make sure that what is written relates specifically
to the question as set. For example, if asked about the production of a particular
style of spirit, there is no point describing at length the basic principles of distillation
that apply to any style of spirit. This is something examiners comment on time and
again.
In terms of the tasting question, there is evidence to suggest that some candidates
do not add water to their samples when assessing them. This is foolish, as they
inevitably “blast” their tastebuds to the point that they are unable to assess the
samples properly.
The examination for Unit 4 was run on three separate occasions in the academic
year 2010/11, in November, March and June. The overall pass rate for the unit as a
whole for all these dates combined was 63%
The questions and individual pass rates for each of the three examination dates were
as follows:
November 2010
Question 1 – Courvoisier VSOP Cognac, Three Barrels VSOP Cognac, Gran Control de
Guarda Pisco
Answers: 225

Passes: 116 (52%)

Results for this question were rather disappointing. A number of candidates lost
marks because they did not read the question carefully enough and missed the
wording that specified all three spirits were “made from the same raw material”. This
meant they could not possibly be “Cognac, Whisky and Tequila” as one candidate
proposed or two Cognacs and a rum as identified by another.
In addition, many candidates were confused by the Pisco, and being unable to
identify this, resorted to guesswork, often deciding it was rum, whiskey or Tequila and
then found they had to make the other two spirits fit this category as well, which led to
inaccurate tasting notes for all three samples. It would have been far better to base
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any decision on the easier spirits (the Cognacs) thereby arriving at the logical
conclusion that the third sample also had to be derived from grapes, which would
have narrowed the field down considerably. This is what better candidates did, even
if some of them ultimately identified the Pisco as Grappa which was by no means
illogical and lost them very few marks.
The concluding sections of this question focussed on the issue of quality, in the hope
that candidates would be able to recognize the difference in quality between the two
Cognacs specifically, and also asked about the maturation process.
It is worth pointing out that there are still a large number of candidates using the
wrong terminology to assess spirits and this is losing them unnecessary marks. The
following candidate uses the correct terms and has given good descriptions of all
three samples, despite concluding that the Pisco was Tequila. This was actually
illogical based on the description given, since they identified none of the usual
characteristics associated with Tequila, instead picking up the floral, aromatic notes
that this spirit did have. The accuracy of their description worked in their favour
however, as they gained far more marks for this than the one mark they lost for
identifying the country of origin as Mexico, and they even managed to get some
marks in the concluding sections as well.
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Question 2 – In relation to spirits, write about each of the following:
a) Rhum Agricole
b) Malt whisky production prior to distillation
c) Gin botanicals
Answers: 291

Passes: 186 (64%)

This was a good pass rate, but was offset but a complete absence of any distinction
grades. This was almost certainly due to the inclusion of Rhum Agricole which
candidates struggled to answer competently. Whilst the other two sections of this
question were very mainstream, there were weaknesses even here. For example,
when writing about Malt whisky production prior to distillation, many candidates forgot
to actually describe the malting process itself, going directly from “steeping” to
“kilning”.
A good response on Rhum Agricole would have specified what it is and where it is
produced and specifically explained how production of this differs from rums
produced from molasses. Good candidates increased their marks with reference to
details exclusive to this type of rhum such as “bagasse” and “vesou”. They also
pointed out that fermentation is short, although some producers prolong it to increase
complexity, and explained how different flavours can be obtained by varying the
length of fermentation, sugar levels in the wash, strength of distillate or shape of the
still. It was also important to mention the ageing requirements, linking this to the
various styles, which also needed to be discussed in their own right. Another
differential was the resulting style of these rhums. Good candidates were aware that
the use of sugar cane juice can result in style variations from year to year, (which is
why some single vintage Rhums are sold) but that generally these rhums are not only
pungent and vegetal, but also have aromas of grass, apple and can have a floral
note.

March 2011
Question 1 – Mount Gay Eclipse Rum, Martell VS Cognac, The Macallan 10 year old
Answers: 172

Passes: 144 (84%)

This was an excellent pass rate with an equal split between pass and merit grade
bands and an impressive number of distinctions.
There were the inevitable problems caused by those who did not follow the
Systematic Approach for Spirits. This differs considerably from that used for
assessing wine, and this is an easy way to lose marks. Some candidates also
appeared to not understand what was required under “style within the category”.
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Answers here needed to be as precise as possible, for example, in the case of the
Rum, this needed to be specified as a Golden Rum rather than just “rum”, but for the
Cognac, it was more important to get the quality level correct than distinguish
specifically between Armagnac and Cognac.

Question 2 – In relation to spirits, write about each of the following:
a) Grappa
b) Scotch Grain Whisky
c) Bacardi Rum
Answers: 172

Passes: 120 (70%)

This was a good pass rate, with some extremely high marks amongst the 25
candidates who achieved a distinction grade.
Responses on Grappa were generally very good, but responses for the section on
Bacardi Rum tended to be too generic, with many candidates writing in general terms
about the production of rum rather than specifically writing about the Bacardi brand.
Compare the following two scripts, one which simply describes how rum is made and
the other, which also does this very briefly but focuses more on the Bacardi portfolio.
Example of weak script:
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Example of good script:
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June 2011
Question 1 – Stolichnaya Vodka, Jose Cuervo Especial Tequila Plata, Plymouth Gin
Answers: 138

Passes: 102 (74%)

This was a very good set of results and not surprisingly it was the Gin that generated
the best tasting notes. The Tequila tripped up many candidates, with this spirit often
identified as Rum, Grappa and even Gin.
As with some previous Unit 4 tasting papers, the emphasis in the concluding section
of this paper was on production, asking candidates to describe how the method of
production accounts for the intensity and character of the aromas. However, a large
percentage of candidates failed to understand what was required here and simply
stated how the spirit was made without explaining how this affects the aromas. With
five marks available in this section, responses needed to be reasonably detailed and
analytical. For example, for the Vodka the following points should have been made:
Distilled in a column still to a minimum of 96% abv so that very little flavour of
the base material remains.
No ageing, so very youthful aromas.
Filtered through quartz, sand and activated charcoal to remove impurities and
colour and also retain neutrality.
Reduced to bottling strength with purified water to soften the alcohol.
There of two things that needed to be addressed in this section – a brief comment on
the process AND an indication of the effect this has on the intensity and character of
the aromas of the spirit.

Question 2 – In relation to spirits, write about each of the following:
a) Bourbon
b) Cognac labelling
c) Diageo PLC
Answers: 137

Passes: 79 (58%)

Although this generated a reasonably good pass rate, there were very few merit
grades (only nine candidates from 137) and no distinction grades at all.
In general, the section on Bourbon was fairly good, but the other sections caused a
number of problems. Whilst most candidates wrote competently about the Compte
system in respect of Cognac, explaining how this is expressed on labels as VS,
VSOP etc, very few mentioned any other labelling issues. These should have
included those that are mandatory (appellation, name and address of producer or
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identification of bottler if different from producer, alcohol content by volume, content,
lot number) and other optional information such as ageing designations (i.e. the
Comple system), vintage, regional appellation (eg Cru), other appellation
designations such as “Fine Champagne”, brand name, grower’s name, other
designations such as “estate bottled” or those used as a marketing term such as
“Grand Cru”. The section on Diageo showed a general lack of commercial
awareness, such as the candidate who claimed Diageo is “a group of Tequila
producers in Mexico.”
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Unit 5, Sparkling Wines
The examination for Unit 5 was run on three separate occasions in the academic
year 2010/11, in November, March and June. The overall pass rate for the unit as a
whole for all these dates combined was 70%.
The questions and individual pass rates for each of the three examination dates were
as follows:

November 2010

Question 1 – Prosecco NV, Champagne Ayala Brut Majeur NV, Asti DOCG 2009
Answers: 244

Passes: 213 (87%)

Of the three smaller units, it is the sparkling wine unit that tends to generate the best
results for tasting, and this was no exception. Not only was the pass rate high, but
41% of candidates passed with a merit grade.
The Champagne was assessed well in the majority of cases, both in terms of
detecting the autolytic character on the nose and palate, and also in carrying this
through to the assessment of quality. The youthful, aromatic quality of the Asti also
made this easy to identify and assess.
The following candidate has correctly identified all three wines, the tasting notes
themselves are accurate, with some minor misjudgements and the assessment of
quality is very good for the Prosecco, slightly overestimated in the case of the
Champagne but certainly on the right lines, and slightly weaker in the case of the
Asti, but once again takes the right approach. This candidate ended up with a sound
merit grade.
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Question 2 – In relation to sparkling wine, write about each of the following:
a) Champagne village classification
b) Sparkling red wines
c) USA
Answers: 243
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In contrast to the results for the tasting question, this was very disappointing. Low
marks were often the result of candidates not paying enough attention to the specific
wording of the question. For example, there was no point in describing the
“traditional method” of Champagne production when examiners were looking for an
explanation of the village classification, which should have included how it works,
why it was originally introduced, how it has changed in recent times, whether it is a
good system or not, etc. The section on sparkling red wines should only have
discussed wines which are fully red. This meant rosé fell outside the scope of the
question, yet this is what the majority of candidates wrote about. Had the wording of
the question been “the use of red grapes in sparkling wine”, they would have been
correct to include it, but this was not the case. Within the scope of the Diploma
syllabus, “sparkling red wines” should have encompassed:
Australian wines such as Sparkling Shiraz and those made from other black
grapes such as Cabernet Sauvignon, Malbec etc
Italian wines – primarily Lambrusco, but good candidates included others such
as Brachetto d’Acqui
French wines such as Bourgogne Mousseux Rouge.
Marks were also lost in the section on the USA by candidates who only wrote about
Champagne “lookalikes” from the Napa.
The following candidate gave sound responses in all three sections and gained a
basic merit grade. More specific detail would have been required to tip this into the
distinction banding.
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March 2011

Question 1 – Champagne Deutz Brut 2005, Champagne Brut NV (The Wine Society),
Louis Roederer Carte Blanche Demi-sec NV
Answers: 200

Passes: 124 (62%)

Although a good number of candidates achieved a pass grade in this paper, the
majority of these were basic passes with most marks achieved in the tasting note
itself, often boosted by the candidate’s ability to spot autolytic character, - something
most find easy to detect and describe. However, the key reason results are weaker
on this paper is because of the emphasis is on the ability to assess quality. These
were three Champagnes. They all exhibited autolytic character to some extent –
some clearly more so than others. Examiners were less impressed by candidates
who wrote very similar tasting notes for all three samples than they were by those
who showed an ability in identifying which of these were the premium products. A
large percentage of candidates were unable to do this convincingly and this is why
there were so few distinction grades awarded. Apart from an inability to distinguish
between the quality of three samples, there are also still far too many candidates who
do not understand HOW to assess quality. Often they simply repeat observations
made under the nose and palate, or state what they think the wine is or how it has
been produced.
The following candidate wrote an excellent assessment of the Deutz Vintage
Champagne.
“A very good quality sparkling wine. It has a fine bubble texture giving a smooth, rich
creamy mouthfeel and an excellent balance of components. There is a combination
of developed, tertiary flavours along with well defined, pure, expressive fruit, giving
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good complexity. The high acidity and ripeness level give the wine balance and
vibrancy. The intensity, richness, complexity and level of autolysis together with the
long finish point to the quality found in a vintage Champagne, however a slight
bitterness on the finish prevents this from being outstanding.”
Compare this to the following assessments which are weak in comparision:
“The wine is good quality and the balance between acid and fruit is not as good as it
could be with acid dominating, the wine has a medium length and has medium minus
complexity.”
“This sparkling wine is good but without many complexities. It shows typicity of a
fresh, fruit wine made by the tank method.”
“This is a good example of a cremant method sparkling from France, specifically
Vouvray. The texture integration of fruit versus acidity is very harmonious. Good
complexity of flavours.”

Question 2 – In relation to sparkling wine, write about each of the following:
a) Crémant
b) NM (Négociant-manipulant)
c) Cava DO
Answers: 200

Passes: 154 (77%)

Compared to the tasting question, this was a much better result with a good number
of merit and distinction grades. However, a number of candidates struggled to
explain the term “NM”. Whilst most knew that this refers to the “big” Champagne
Houses such as Moet & Chandon who buy in grapes and make Champagne, there
was very little else in terms of detail about how the system of NM works or why it
exists. There were a number of issues that candidates should have been
considering in order to answer this section well. For example, why do they buy in
grapes? Do they own vineyards of their own and, if so, why do they still buy in
grapes? What sort of contract do they have with their suppliers/growers? Why
would they want to have any sort of contract, what are the advantages of this for
them? What are the disadvantages of being an NM?
It is only by considering issues such as these that candidates could give the
examiner a detailed picture of the system and how it works, which would then have
answered the question in the correct manner.
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June 2011

Question 1 – Crémant de Limoux NV, Ayala Brut Majeur Champagne NV, Sparkling
Shiraz 2006
Answers: 210

Passes: 176 (84%)

This was an excellent set of results, with a good distribution of merit and distinction
grades. This was because it was relatively easy to pick up marks on the Sparkling
Shiraz which is very distinctive. Candidates were generally less good at
differentiating between the clear Champagne character of the Ayala and the more
fruit forward character of the Crémant.
As with most of the tasting questions, the assessment of quality is still an area of
considerable weakness for many candidates, with comments being brief, simplistic,
often just repeating comments made in the tasting note itself, without explaining how
or why these indicate quality (or lack of it), or including irrelevant observations
relating to the wine’s “readiness for drinking” or provenance. The following are
examples of poor assessments of quality :
Wine 1
“I believe this to be an entry level to mid level quality wine, approx retail price $12-25
CDN (£8-18 GBP)”
Wine 2
“High quality, $50-75 CDN at retail, £35+ GBP”
Wine 3
“Medium quality for its type. Medium complexity overall. Retail price approx $20 –
30 CDN or £15–25 GBP”
None of these is an assessment of the quality of the wine and the price ranges are so
broad that they contribute nothing to the assessment.
In contrast, the following assessments, whilst not perfect, indicate the quality level the
candidate feels is appropriate and offers some explanation as to why this is:
Wine 1
“Good quality, primary fruit driven, easy to drink, good fruit concentration but the lack
of balance and a fairly short finish point it to this quality level”
Wine 2
“Very good quality, with good fruit concentration integrating well with autolytic
flavours, balance and expressive with good intensity, with a fairly long finish”
Wine 3
“Good quality sparkling shiraz, fruit driven and easy to drink, good fruit concentration
with a balance between the slight sweetness and acidity. The slightly bitter finish
limit it to this quality”
However, the following assessments are excellent – extensive and analytical:
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Wine 1
“Acceptable quality sparkling wine aimed at the lower end of the mid-market. Simple
and clean but lacks depth and character. Fruit is clean but neutral and the earthy,
rubbery notes give an impression of rusticity. There is a slight note of autolysis so it is
likely to be made by the traditional method. Acid doesn’t give lift or elegance but just
seems rather sour and the fruit fades quickly on the finish. Overall the wine lacks
vibrancy, seeming rather flat despite tartness.”
Wine 2
“Very good. It has ripe, expressive fruit and complexity from distinct autolytic
flavours. The intensity and richness of flavour are balanced by refreshing acidity.
The wine has a harmonious profile which is well structured and vibrant. A traditional
method wine showing characteristics typical of a well-made Champagner. A little
more depth and length would have rated an outstanding quality assessment.”
Wine 3
“Good quality sparkling Shiraz, juicy and fruit driven. Very ripe and a little jammy
indicating a warm to hot climate. It has quite a lot of residual sugar but this balances
the tannins which are a little hard. There is complexity and depth due to age and
autolysis which gives a savoury note to balance the ripeness. The fruit holds well
throughout the length but the tannin gives a slight bitterness to the finish and the
alcohol is a little hot.”

Question 2 – In relation to sparkling wine, write about each of the following:
a) Pinot Meunier
b) Asti DOCG
c) Champagne Bollinger S.A.
Answers: 209

Passes: 119 (57%)

This was an uninspiring set of scripts. In general, where candidates failed it was due
to lack of detail. There is a considerable percentage of candidates consistently
achieving fail (unclassified) grades whose level of knowledge has not progressed
beyond Level 3. These candidates would do well to read the section of this report
that explains the different levels of assessment and how these progress throughout
the various WSET qualifications (see page 5).
With the paragraph sections in Units 4, 5 and 6 it is a good idea to think in terms of
trigger words. For example, who, what, where, why, how? All of these would have
generated relevant information in response to these questions. Taking Pinot Meunier
as an example:
What is it?
Where is it planted?
Why is it planted in these locations?
How is it used in sparkling wine?
Why is it used in sparkling wine?
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This is not going to provide all the information relating to this section, but will certainly
go a long way to achieving this. The section on Asti DOCG would work well using
the six factors as the basis for the answer, (grape variety, climate, soil, weather,
viticulture, vinification, maturation) along with a description of the wine style.
The following candidate achieved high marks in all three sections because the factual
content is excellent. Stylistically, the prose is a little clumsy in places, and there are
some errors, but it is nevertheless an example of a very good all round submission.
It is duplicated here exactly as submitted:
Section a)
“Pinot Meunier (PM) is a mutation of Pinot Noir. It plays a vital role in the production
of Champagne. In the New World, it is also becoming more important with most of
the New World producers trying to produce sparkling wine in the same way as
Champagne.
In the Champagne AOC, pinot meunier’s home is at Vallee de la Marne, one of the 5
regions in Champagne (it represents 63% of all the 4 vines in Vallee de la Marne).
Overall in the entire Champagne area, it represents approx 37% of the total vines
(37% PM, 37% Pinot Noir and 26% Chardonnay).
It is a late budding varietal but early ripening. Therefore it is very suited to be planted
in Valle de la Marne as this area has flatter vineyards and is more prone to spring
frost (PM is better at resisting spring frost because of late budding). Pinot Meunier
plays a vital role especially in non-vintage cuvee as it provides the fruitiness
character to the blend. It balances with pinot noir which takes longer to age. PM
does not age well and when a Champagne NV is drunk young, PM’s varietal
characteristics can be noticed straight away.
Not many producers are proud to use PM as it is in general considered as a lesser
grape. However, Krug is a strong supporter of PM and use up to approx 15% in its
blended Grand Cuvee. Krug sources their PM with a high quality site, Leuvrigny,
south of Marne.
In general, PM is liked by its hardiness and is very important in a blend (NV) Cuvee.
In the New World, California, Tasmania, Australia are also exploring the use of PM
and they would like to imitate Champagne using traditional method and the varietals
that Champagne uses”.
Section b)
“Asti is both the name of an Italian sparkling wine and the name of a town in
Piemonte, North west of Italy.
Asti (the place) has continental climate with calcareous soils and mountaneous
topography. Asti (as the wine) was elevated to DOCG in 1993 with the word
Spumante dropped at the same time. It is a white sparkling wine made from Moscato
Bianco. It is made using the Asti Method (variation of the tank method). The must is
kept at 0°C until use. Then it is fermented in a sealed tank and when alcohol get to
approx 7.5% abv, the valves are closed to trap the carbon dioxide inside the tank.
Fermentation continues until alcohol level reaches around 9.5% and the fermentation
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is then arrested by chilling it and the fermented wine is clarified and bottled under
pressure. Clarification must also remove the yeast nitrogenous nutrients so that the
fermentation does not restart inside the bottle.
Asti is produced in the town/province of Asti, Cuneo and Alessandria and it is an
industry pretty much controlled by large houses. Annual production of Asti is around
80 million bottles p.a. 18 large merchant houses are responsible for approx 80% of
the wine production. There are many small growers and many different plots of
vineyards but the merchants (headquartered normally in Canelli) is not interested in
zoning the vineyards to separate out the better performing plots (unlike Champagne).
The grape Moscato Bianco (also called Muscat Blanc a petits grains) have a
chemical compound called Geraniol which is very pleasant when young but turns into
unpleasant smell after a while. Therefore Asti are meant to be youthful and should
be drunk young. It has an aroma of peach, hint of orange, white peach, grapey,
perfumed, honey. An example of an Asti producer is Martini & Rossi.
Asti should not be mistaken with Moscato d’Asti (3 million bottles a year produced). It
is also a DOCG but with only 5.5% abv and uses more ripe grapes than Asti”.
Section c)
“Bollinger is a negociant manipulant (NM) based in Ay. It was founded in 1829 by
Jacques Bollinger. It owns approx 163 hectare of vineyard which supply
approximately 60% of what the house needs. It is still family owned business.
It has a number of products namely the NV cuvee, vintage cuvee, RD (recently
disgorged), prestige cuvee and the famous vielle vignes Francaises (Blanc de Noir).
It is a house which focus a lot on quality. For example, it has policies not to undergo
malolactic fermentation, it uses cork instead of crown cap for 2nd fermentation, it uses
both stainless steel vat and oak casks to undergo 1st fermentation (approx half of
each). It has a disgorgement to order policy which state that the wine is disgorged 3
months (12 weeks) before shipment/delivery.
The house style is very much Pinot Noir bases with pinot noir in the largest % in its
blend which give rise to more structure, depth and complexity to its wine. For its NV
cuvee, it uses approx 55% of reserve wines comprising of approximately 30 crus
from different villages and the ageing on lees for its NV is 36 months. Ageing on lees
for its vintage cuvee is 5 years and for the RD (recently disgorged) is 8 years. Its
signature Blanc de Noir is 100% Pinot noir from 3 very unique vineyards (2 are clos)
in the village of Ay and Bouzy. These are ungrafted vines (not affected by
phylloxera) and the level of concentration in the wine is intense. Density planting of
30,000 vines per hectare for this Blanc de Noir (average Champagne is 7000 vines
per hectare). Bollinger produces only 173 cases of this vieilles vignes Francaises
every year. It is a wine that can be drunk with the main meal. It needs to be aged.
Bollinger also have investment outside of Champagne, eg Petaluma in Southern
Australia (Piccadilly) and Langlois Chateau in Loire Valley (cremant de Loire). The
annual sales of its NV is approx 1.9 million bottles. Of the 163 hectares of vineyard
Bollinger own, most are on grand cru sites other than 30% which is Premier crus”.
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Unit 6, Fortified Liqueur Wines
The examination for Unit 6 was run on three separate occasions in the academic
year 2010/11, in November, March and June. The overall pass rate for the unit as a
whole for all these dates combined was 60%.
The questions and individual pass rates for each of the three examination dates were
as follows:
November 2010

Question 1 – Valdespino Inocente Fino NV, Valdivia Amontillado Secco “Dorius” NV,
Croft Original Pale Cream Sherry NV
Answers: 205

Passes: 105 (51%)

This was not a great pass rate, and I suspect this is evidence of the fact that Sherry
is not the most popular fortified wine on the Diploma syllabus. In a number of
instances candidates did not read the question carefully enough and therefore
missed that these were all from the same region, so wines were identified as Sherry
and Madeira, or Sherry and VDN for example. It was usually the Pale Cream Sherry
that caused these anomalies, but even taking into consideration that these
candidates did not read the question properly, this wine was certainly not sweet or
aromatic enough for a VDN. Although most candidates spotted the Fino Sherry, a
large number of them incorrectly described it as “deliberately oxidised”. Similarly, the
Pale Cream was also often described as “deliberately oxidised”, which seems to
suggest that there is a misconception that ALL Sherry is oxidised. Candidates also
seemed to find it difficult to assess the levels of sweetness and acidity on this wine.
There continues to be use of vague tasting terms such as describing the wines as
“yellow” or giving a range of options for the structural components. Many candidates
are also imprecise in their assessment of development, referring to “signs of
development” or “showing development”. The problem here is that the examiner has
to make a judgement on whether this implies that the wine is developing or fully
developed, which they are not permitted to do.

Question 2 – In relation to fortified wine, write about each of the following:
a)
b)
c)

The Muscat grape
Influence of climate on Port production
10 year old Malmsey

Answers: 204
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Like the tasting question, this was also poor, with an equal number of fail and fail
(unclassified) candidates, accounting for half of those sitting. The large number of
candidates achieving these very low marks, suggests that many of them either did
not prepare sufficiently for this exam, or simply are not yet ready for a qualification of
this level.
The section on the Muscat grape was fairly straightforward. Having identified the
various forms of this grape used in the production of fortified wines, candidates
needed to discuss the characteristics of the grape itself and follow this with some
details relating of its use in the various wines in which it features. The section on the
influence of climate on Port production required more thought. It was not simply a
case of describing the climate, candidates needed to explain how this influences
production from the growing of the grapes in the vineyard through to maturation of
the finished wine. Too many candidates took a very narrow approach to this section
of the question. The final section on 10 year old Malmsey was simple to answer well.
A good approach here would have been to consider the “six factors” (climate, grape
variety, soil, vinification, maturation), along with some comments on the resulting
style and quality level.
The following candidate submitted strong answers for all three sections. They wrote
extensively about the wines produced from Muscat, but said relatively little about the
characteristics of the grape itself – this would have earned them more marks in this
section. The second section was also sound, covering all aspects of production, but
needed more detail. For example, there is no mention of the risk of hail in summer
and autumn which can damage crops, or the sudden heavy rain that weakens
terraces and causes erosion, they have not mentioned the effect of hydric stress on
the grape or what producers can do to minimise this. Finally, the section on Madeira
covers the key points the examiner was looking for with a reasonable amount of
detail. Those who achieved higher marks did so by being more precise in terms of
production, specifically focussing on how production of this wine differs from the other
styles, for example by pointing out that the level of fortification differs according to the
quality of the wine, so better wines such as this would be fortified to a higher level.
They also described the relevant methods of estufagem in more detail.
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Section a)
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Section b)
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Section c)
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March 2011

Question 1 – Sainsbury’s Finest Ruby Port, Taylor’s Vargellas Vintage Port 2001,
Taylor’s 20 year old Tawny Port
Answers: 127

Passes: 86 (68%)

This was a rather disappointing pass rate with most candidates achieving basic pass
grades and very few distinction grades and an equal split between those who failed
with a basic fail grade and the weaker fail (unclassified) grade.
The following candidate achieved a fail grade. The tasting notes themselves are
short, not always accurate and adopt a simplistic “bullet point” style rather than a full
written tasting note. None of the samples have been identified correctly and the
assessment of quality is largely a statement of what the candidate believes the wine
to be.
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Compare this to the following script where all three samples are identified correctly,
but also described more extensively and a good attempt has been made to assess
the quality level of each wine, although the comments relating to the “readiness for
drinking” have not specifically been asked for and would have been better replaced
with more analysis of the quality assessment.
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Question 2 – In relation to fortified wine, write about each of the following:
a) Manzanilla
b) Production of Colheita Port
c) Fortified wines of the Rhône Valley
Answers: 127

Passes: 93 (72%)

Despite the good pass rate for this question, there was a very clear divide between
those candidates who had prepared well for this examination and those who clearly
underestimate what is required, with more fail (unclassified) grades than narrow fails.
A number of these weaker candidates still confuse Port with Sherry – something that
should not be happening at this level. An example of this was the candidate whose
response on section a) started with the statement “a style of Sherry wine made based
on fino grape sourced from Douro Valley in Portugal.”
The section on Manzanilla was generally the best, and most candidates wrote well
about the VDN wines of the Rhône Valley, with many including some reference to
Rasteau even though this is no longer included in the syllabus for this unit. Where it
was mentioned, and the information was relevant and correct, they were given an
allocation of marks. However, it was the section on Colheita Port were most marks
were lost. This was invariably because candidates wrote in general terms about Port,
listing the grape varieties used, topography of the region etc, or simply described the
production of a generic Port, i.e. an explanation of the “Port method” rather than
limiting their answer to the differences in production of this particular style of Port
compared to others.
Good candidates pointed out that this is a Tawny Port from a single vintage or
“Colheita”. They explained how the ageing of this Port differs from that of a Vintage
or other styles of Tawny. They also explained how these wines from a single vintage
could be bottled in different years, depending on demand and that this can result in
subtle differences in style of the same wine. The best were aware that the label
carries two dates, the year of harvest and the year of bottling. Those with sound
commercial knowledge went on to explain that the second date therefore indicates
how long the wine has been “on the shelf” and, subsequently, how fresh it is.
The following script is a classic example of someone who wrote well in sections a)
and c) but gained low marks for the section of Colheita. Fortunately for them, the
combined marks for the other sections carried them through with a good aggregate
mark.
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Section a)
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Section b)
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Section c)
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June 2011

Question 1 – La Gitana Manzanilla, Dow’s Fine White Port, Carte d’Or Muscat Beaumes
de Venise
Answers: 360

Passes: 256 (71%)

This was a good result but with very few distinction grades.
Common criticisms from the examiner where that some candidates are too “generic”
in terms of their tasting note, for example, simply writing “nuts” on the nose or palate
without specifying which type of nut. Afterall, the taste and aroma of an almond is
very different from a walnut. Candidates often adopt a similar approach for
characteristics such as “citrus”, “floral”, “spice”. All of these would result in much
more accurate tasting notes if specific examples were given rather than these generic
category headings. Another area of weakness was in respect of describing how the
wine had been matured. Here there was a tendency to describe the whole process
of production rather than specifically the maturation of the wine as specified in the
question. Finally, the White Port was often mistaken for something else – in many
instances the identity was particularly illogical, such as identifying it as Oloroso
Sherry or Rutherglen Muscat (it was completely the wrong colour for this).

Question 2 – In relation to fortified wine, write about each of the following:
a) Use of PX in Jerez
b) Single Quinta Vintage Port
c) The Madeira Wine Company
Answers: 359

Passes: 212 (59%)

This was a fairly mediocre set of scripts with a clear divide between those candidates
with sound knowledge and those who have a lot more work to do as evidenced by
more than 20% of candidates achieving a fail (unclassified) grade. Each of the three
sections had its own pitfalls, but by far the weakest section was on the Madeira Wine
Company with many candidates clearly having no idea what this was.
The best responses were on PX. To answer this section well , candidates needed to
consider the characteristics of the PX grape variety as well as its use in the specific
styles of wine in which it is found in the Jerez region – this means not just in the
production of Sherry but also its use in other areas of Jerez where it is grown. Far
too many candidates said nothing at all about Montilla Moriles which is where the
vast majority of this variety is grown.
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When it came to the section on Single Quinta Vintage Port, too many candidates
wrote about Port or the Douro in broad terms, such as listing the different varieties or
describing the “Port method” of fortification, in the same way that many did in the
March examination in respect of Colheita Port. Good candidates who really
understood the production process for Single Quinta Vintage Port explained how this
style is made in the same way as “true” Vintage, but from the fruit of a single
vineyard. They described how producers of Vintage Port often have a top vineyard
(Quinta) which forms the basis of their vintage blend, but which is also capable of
producing wine of similar quality and style in an undeclared year. They explained
how some producers only produce these wines in undeclared years, preferring to use
the fruit in their Vintage Port in declared years, while others such as Quinta do
Vesuvio release a Single Quinta Port every year, irrespective of the official
“declaration”. They specified how these wines are aged and how this differs from
other styles of Port (including Vintage) and also how the style of the wine differs from
Vintage Port, with the best candidates knowing that whilst most of these wines are
more approachable, faster maturing and less expensive than true Vintage Port, there
are top quality exceptions such as Quinta do Noval Nacional – a Single Quinta Port
which is generally regarded as the best vintage Port of all.
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